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L SUMMARY

The addition of ten new positions to handle AACR2 changes caused a

flurry of activity, Including a major shift of the unprocessed materials

in Technical Services. The addition of the Folklore Center as a
functional "branch" of the Library produced unexpected, but wet come,

growth end provides us yet another avenue of service to the citizens of

the state.

What had been a pressing space need in Documents was ameliorated with

the addition of shelving and e rigorous weeding program. We now have

about five years' breathing space before we must once again consider e

major shift.

The appointment, mid-year, of Shelley Phipps to head the
Science/Engineering Library, and the initiation In S/EL of a self-study

directed by ARL's Office of Management Studies have brought new life to

that large area of library service. As the year came to a close,

however, we lost Assistant University Librarian for Pubi ic Services Mary

Dale Paisson (who is now running her own university library) and she

will be very difficult to replace.

With no major disruptions, losses or disasters to look back upon, 1981/2

can be pronounced a satisfactory year for the library system.



Il. MAJOR STRENGTHS

A library without staff would still be a library, but to be an excellent

library such as ours is becoming, dedicated staff members ere the vital

Ingredient. Fortunately we have them.

While reviewing the departmental annual reports, t was reminded, as I

often am during the year, of the exceptionally high quality of the

Librarys department heads. They are seldom recognized for their
contributions yet they remain a dedlcaled group, who put In long hours

and are, In truth, the force which makes this large organization

function effectively. Asked to accomplish too much in too short a time

with too few resources they respond not only with a satisfactory
performance but often with innovation and new services/programs as well.



Hl. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Lack of space and too few staff members will continue to be problems for

years ¡n the future. As reported ¡n previous annual reports we have
critical space problems In the Music Collection, the Library Science

Collection and the Media Center. Add to them the Folklore Center.
Although we can buy some time in Special Collections, as we have in

Documents, with new shelving, the limit to such growth is relatively

short-term; a few more years at most. The Center for Creative
Photography which is seriously crowded should get relief within two

years in the form of e new building for which more than half the money

has been raised.

Virtually every library department has need for additional staff, and

most can demonstrate growth in use, budget, collection-size, or programs

to prove that growth in staffing has not matched or even come close to

meeting demand/need. A backlog of unprocessed materials that now
approaches 100,000 volumes is symbolic of our continuing need for more

people; symbolic because the shortage of staff Is in all areas, not Just

in processing. While all the traditional library services and
activities have continued at past levels or even continued to grow, new

services have been added and their growth is phenomenal. In the Media

Center, for example, use of individuaI playback of video tapes is up 53%

In one year. Our Computer Assisted Reference Service Is up 15% and

would be much higher except that all searches must be conducted by

trained librarians so our shortage of staff places an arbitrary limit on

the number that can be conducted.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

There will be four major events in the coming year that have long-term

Implications. We will begin a major space planning effort to develop
alternatives for the future of library facilities. The major thrust
will be better utilization of our present space, but tong-range
solutions will also be discussed.

We will continue our effort to cooperate with the Tucson Public Library
to plan a joint on-line catalog. Since TPL already has $1.1 million for
use in this way, we need to move forward so as not to lose the potential

benefit. We can expect substantial cost savings from sharing some
hardware and software, as well as possible savings In the future on
maintenance and less frequent expansion.

As the Science/Engineering Library completes its self-study at the end

of summer, it will develop a list, in priority order, of major changes

needed in the building. Such things as directional graphics and
relocation of office/work areas will be on that list. The top priority

Items will be accomplished this budget year.

The University Computer Center hes asked permission to create a major
terminal site in the SIE Library. Since a room can be made available
without major displacement of library activity, end at no cost to the
Library, this project has been approved and the necessary wiring end
other minor changes should begin in the fall.



APPENDIX

COLLECTION RESOURCE STATISTICS

* Includes approxImately 30,000 printed Congressional hearings shipped

to the University of Houston.
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CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA.843 E. UNIVERSITY BLVD..TUCSON,ARIZONA 85719

ANNUAL REPORT - 1980-81

SUMMARY

Fiscal year 1981-82 continued the annual trend of the Center in terms of

significant growth in all areas of our programs, collections, and opera-

tions. The Center's Board of Fellows made important contributions to our

fund-raising efforts during this period. New members added to the Board

during the past year were Bradford Washburn, Chairman of the Corporation,

Boston's Museum of Science; G. Clarke Bean, Chairman of the Board Emeritus,

The Arizona Bank; and Edward G. Bernstein of the law firm of Bernstein,

Zerbe and Buck in Pacific Grove, California. Outgoing President John P.

Schaefer was voted a Founding Fellow at last February's Board meeting, and

will join the Board of Fellows in that capacity as of July 1, 1982. In-

coming President, Dr. Henry Koffler, becomes a new member of the Board of

Fellows.

The most significant development for the Center during the past year has

been the plans for the Center's new building. The Board of Regents ap-

proved the construction of a new 40,000 square foot facility and awarded

the design contract to the architectural firm of Burlini/SilbersChlag Ltd.

AIA. The University Architect Selection Committee, chaired by the Director

of the Center, will continue to serve throughout the coming year as the

University Building Committee for this project. To date, $3.3 million has

been raised towards a $4 million project goal as approved by the Regents,

with an additional $500,000 added to that amount as a goal for the Board of

Fellows. The majority of the Director's time has been during the past year,

and will continue to be for the coming year, devoted to raising funds and

to the development and design of the new building.

Total gifts of collections during this period are valued at $922,797.00.

These gifts include photographs, books, rare documents, videotapes and

correspondence. The gifts came from numerous individuals, estates, and

corporations, including ATT. The Center also received during this fiscal

period cash grants and support of temporary staff, publications, exhi-

bitions, and special projects. These grants totaled $106,000, and came

from individuals, corporations, foundations, and state and federal govern-

mental agencies. The Center is recognized internationally for its quality

publications program, and it is the above support that makes such a program

possible. A number of the Center's traveling exhibitions will, for the

first time, begin a tour in Europe during the coming year. The Center

organized four major national traveling exhibitions during the past year

and published seven major publications. Publications sales totaled $19,000,

including 121 new subscriptions to The Archive. The Center is also co-

publishing, with New York Graphic Society, a major monograph on the work of

Aaron Siskind, which will be released in September 1982.
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MAJOR STRENGThS

The continued growth of the Center's collections is primary among the

Center's strengths; however the Center's ability to publish and

thereby disseminate the quality and contents of its collection are

recognized throughout the world as one of our most important contri-

butions to the field. This aspect of our operations continues to be

one of the Center's major assets, both locally and internationally.

As a research center, contributions to the literature of the field by

the Center's staff also continues to be one of the Center's major

strengths. During the past year, two new members were added to the

staff: Charles Lamb, Archivist; and Amy Stark, Photographic Archives

Librarian. Mr. Lamb's position is funded by a grant from Polaroid

Corporation, as is the position of Exhibitions Curator, now held by

Susan Ruff. Among the more important professional contributions of

the Center's staff during the past year were the following:

James Enyeart - Two graduate seminars taught for the Department of

Art; a public lecture for the Phoenix Art Museum; an essay published

by the University of Exeter, England; introduction to a monograph on

the work of W. Eugene Smith, published by Aperture; an introduction

to a monograph on the work of Aaron Siskind, co-published by the

Center and New York Graphic Society; author of a major monograph on

the work of Jerry Uelsmann, published by New York Graphic Society;

author of monograph on Michael A. Smith, which was awarded the Prix

d'Arles for the best photographic book of the year; juror, Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center First Biennial Photography Exhibition.

Terence R. Pitts - Visiting Lecturer/Juror, Salt Lake Art Center;

workshop instructor, Visual Studies Workshop, Rochester, New York;

awarded tenure and promoted to the rank of Associate Librarian. Nancy

Solomon - elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Tucson Association of

Museums; received text design award for Trees and Shrubs of the Desert

Southwest, Bookbuilders West, 1981, published by the University of

Arizona Press; RECENT COLOR issue of the Center's journal, The Archive,

selected for the annual juried exhibition of the Society of Publication

Designers. Amy Stark - articles published in The History of Photography

and Picturescope; also continues as a contributing indexer for The Index

to Photographic Periodicals, published by G. K. Hall. Charles Lamb -

an article published in the North Dakota Quarterly.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The Center's most important limitation is a lack of space for both

its collections and staff. Efforts to develop the collection will,

from today forward, be largely at a standstill until the new buil-

ding is completed. Three-quarters of the staff do not have offices

and three staff members work in closets, 3 feet by 3 feet square.

The problem of space is currently being remedied by the plans to

build a new facility, for which we will begin construction in 1983.

As the experience of the University Library dramatically proved, a

move to a new building will significantly increase the use of the

facility and make our programs more effective for students and the

public at large.

With plans to remedy the space problem underway, the next most

important limitation the Center has is insufficient staffing. This

includes positions of all kinds, from guards to catalogers to curators.

Proposals have been submitted to the University for five new staff

members to accommodate the Center's move to a new building. Should

these positions not be filled because of current fiscal restraint

based on the economy, then the Center's programs will be affected in

direct proportion to the lack of staff increases.

The third limitation is not as serious as it might have been. State

and federal support of the arts dropped dramatically during the past

fiscal year, but the Center was able to make up for its losses in

that regard from its ongoing annual solicitation for financial

support from individuals and corporations. The Center is also able,

because of the quality of its programs and publications, to make

most of its programmatic efforts self-supporting. Support of many

of the programs that are heavily subsidized may be severely limited

during the coming fiscal year, depending upon the economy itself.
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FUTURE PLANS

The majority of Center staff time for the coming year will be spent

on working with the architects to develop plans for the new building
and to prepare the collection and archives for the move to the new

facility. As a part of that planning the Center staff is keeping in
mind that 1985 is not only the University's 100th anniversary, but

coincidentally the Center's tenth anniversary. While we will be
planning an internationally announced opening of the new facility in

1984, we will also plan special activities for the 1985 anniversaries.

The Center is also in the process of developing a contract for a

series of publications to be co-published by the Center and New York

Graphic Society. This effort will be aimed at broadening the audience
for the dissemination of the Center's collections by utilizing the

cooperative efforts of an internationally recognized trade publisher.

Photokina in Cologne, West Germany is the largest biennial trade
show for all aspects of photography in the world, scientific, aesthetic,

and amateur, and its annual attendance during a two-month period is

approximately two million. This year, Photokina has recognized the

Center for Creative Photography as the outstanding institution de-

voted to the photograph as an art form, and the Center will be
featured at Photokina with three exhibitions organized from our
collections to be on display at the Cologne Art Museum during the
months of September and October.

The Center will also begin traveling a series of exhibitions from

our collections throughout Europe. In terms of the Center's inter-

national scope, a major fund-raising effort is also being planned in

Japan. The Center's publication program also has six publications

scheduled for the coming year, as well as four exhibition brochures,

a number of checklists, and related publications.

In terms of ongoing obligations that require future planning, the

Edward Weston Archive will become a priority for accessioning and

cataloging during the coming year. The Center will be participating

in a museum training program to be initiated by the Department of

Art during the coming year. The Center will also continue to develop

and refine its X-ray fluorescence diagnostic system, which has been

developed cooperatively with the Department of Chemistry.
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I. SUMMARY

This has been our first year as a part of the University Library
System. The arrangement seems highly satisfactory to all parties.
Our duties remain to document the folklore and folk arts of
Arizona, to maintain an archive, and to disseminate information
concerning those topics.

The major thrusts of fieldwork have been towards the recording
of cowboy songs, fiddle tunes and narratives, the taping of
Papago fiddle music, the taping of Anglo-American ballads and
tunes from the Southern United States, the documenting of Mexican-
American religious art, the documentation of Mormon funerary
art, and the documentation of Ukrainian American egg decoration.
Significant research includes the documentation for the first
time of a Papago quadrille tradition and the discovery of folk
puppetry in Sonora, Mexico.

The archive continues to grow. Although we desperately need a
full time archivist, we are trying to keep up to date on the
filing of new material. The archive has received moderate use
this year, even though lack of staff has forced us to be very
conservative about offering our resources.

The Center cosponsored the annual festival, Tucson Meet Yourself,
as well as two concerts of Anglo American music. We assisted
the Tucson Museum of Art in the production of a film on
nacimientos, and Tumacacori National Monument on the preparation
of short articles on Mexican crafts traditions. We have
completed a radio program on cowboy humor with KUAT, and are
working ori a videotape on Ukrainian Easter Egg making and an
LP of a local West virginia banjo player.

Griffith has spoken on folklore and folk art in several parts
of the state, averaging about four talks a month. We have
answered countless questions on aspects of Arizona folklore,
addressed University classes in four departments, and consulted
on several outside projects. This has been our most productive
year since we reopened in 1979.

The staff of the Center consists of a Director, an Administrative
Assistant (Jean Bailey) and a Work Study Employee (Graciela Amaro).
Patricia White, our original Administrative Assistant, resigned
this year after two and one half years of exemplary service.
To her unflagging labors and enthusiasm is due a great part of
our success.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

As has been the case in previous years, our major strength
has been the hard work and dedication of our small staff.
We have accomplished a great deal in the way of fieldwork,
archival enrichment and program generation. This means that
the three people on the staff, augmented by a few volunteers,
have worked extremely hard indeed. We are currently operating
at our peak energy and efficiency. Our programs touch an
increasing number of Arizonans in a very positive and beneficial

way.



III. OUTSTANDING RECOGNITIONS

Griffith attended two innovative conferences as an invited,

paid participant. The "Foro Interamericano sobre la cultura

popular y la education superior" (InterarneriCan forum on folk

culture and higher education) was held in Colima, Mexico
in early July. Griffith was one of five North Americans in

attendance. The Wenner-Gren Foundation sponsored a conference

on "Grass-Roots Anthropology" in November, and Griffith was
likewise invited. Both conferences dealt with the issues
addressed by the Center in its everyday work: how to serve

the traditional components of our complex society with dignity
and effectiveness, in their quest for self-preservation.

In February, Griffith was presented with a Merit Award in
recognition of outstanding service to the community, by

Una Noche Plateada. The award was based primarily upon
Griffith's work with Tucson Meet Yourself and other Center-

sponsored projects.



IV. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major limitation remains what it was in previous years --
our staff is simply too small to do efficiently all that needs
to be done. Fieldwork and outreach have always been major
commitments of the reorganized Folklore Center. This leaves
the Archives in desperate need of a trained, full-time archivist.
We are currently having trouble in keeping up with the flow
of materials which are coming in to the archive. Fortunately

we have had not too many requests for archive use. These

requests are increasing in frequency, however. The Center
must have an additional, full-time staff member, trained in
archival work, if it is to function as it should.

We requested assistance from the Arizona Foundation for the
temporary funding of such a position this Spring. The request

was denied and resubmitted. Although this is definitely not
the time to attempt to add new positions in the University
System, we shall continue to request an Archivist for the
Center, secure in the knowledge that, until such a person is
added to the staff, we will be unable to comply with our
mandate to document and preserve the traditional lore and arts
of Arizona's folk and ethnic communities.



V. FUTURE PLANS

As far as we can foresee, 1982-3 will be similar to 1981-2
in the scope of Center activities. We will try to do field-
work, produce interpretive programs and materials, operate
the Archive, and answer requests for information concerning
Arizona folklore and foikiife.

The Arizona Commission for the Arts is sending an intern to
work with the Center in 1982-3. This person will be with us
on a half-time basis, and will assist on several of our Fall
projects before being assigned to an independent project of

his or her choosing.

Although much of our activity will consist of reacting to needs
and opportunities as they arise, we do know of two projects that
will occupy our time in the Fall of 1982. The ninth edition of
Tucson Meet Yourself will take place over the weekend of

October 8-10. As has previously been the case, production
of that festival will absorb most of the Center's energies
from August through October. In November, Alan Lornax, the
noted American folksong collector, is coming to Tucson to
produce a film on the multi-ethnic musics of Southern Arizona.
Griffith will be assisting him in the local contacts and
arrangements necessary for this project, which will be aired
nationally on TV.

Aside from these definite plans, we intend to spend the year
trying to do our job a bit better than before. The oppor-
tunities to do so have never yet failed to arise.
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1. SUMMARY

Fiscal 1982 was another year filled with achievements for the

Public Services Division. With few exceptions, service levels
increased over the previous year; two major studies were undertaken

in an attewpt to provide impetus for further improvements in
service and more cost effective operations; and a number of
existing programs were either enhanced or streamlined.

The number of computer-assisted online searches again increased

significantly over the previous year. Because online searching has

become part of our regular routine in both the Science-Engineering

Library and Main Library, regular office hours were implemented in

the fall of 1981. The experiment was so successful that the
scheduling will now become part of our normal service. In

addition, the Special Collections Department produced a major
collection development policy and the Arizona Daily Star Indexes

for 1978 and 1979 were prepared for pblication and distribution.

The Star Index also went online in February of 1982. In the future

all input, editing, and final output will be performed by the

computer. The system also provides for online searching in those
instances when a patron requires immediate access.

Both the Interlibrary Loan Section and the Science-Engineering
Library performed detailed studies of their cç*rations firing the

past year. ILL worked with two different teams of students from a

Systems and Industrial Engineering class and was most pleased with

the results. They now have new forms, a new office layout, and

improved procedures. The Science-Engineering Study is more

elaborate and will continue through the summer of 1982. The self-

evaluation program is guided by the Office of Management Studies of

the Association of Research Libraries. It is the first of its kind

in this country and is being ably directed by Shelley Phipps, our

new Head Science-Engineering Librarian. The study group's final

report will provide the library administration with a planning
document for the future, covering facilities, staff, arid services.

The continuing increase in demand for services, primarily those

involving online searching, advanced bibliographic instruction, and

collection development, forced the Public Services Division to

request the upgrading of three career staff positions to faculty

level. The University granted this request and the new faculty
positions will be added to our staff in July of 1982. It was also

a year when we experienced a sizable turnover among our faculty.

At one time we were in the process of advertising and interviewing

for six openings within Public Services.



2. STREliS

Outstanding people, fine service, great collection! The
Orientátion Program continued to grow under the able direction of

our temporary Orientation Librarian, Carla Long, who filled in for

a year while a national search was conducted. Peg Thwaits, our new

Assistant Orientation Librarian, did an outstanding job in her

first year as director of the Library Skills Program. Again,

service has increased in almost every department.

David Robrock was welcomed to the position of Special Collections

Librar ian, and we are looking forward to having Jeanne Jones and

Susanne Redalje in the Science-Engineering Library, Judith Nixon

and Sara Brownmiller in the Main Library Central Reference
Department, and Louise Creenfield as our new Head Orientation

Librarian.

Perhaps the division's major strength is its members' willingness

to confront new challenges and to explore new horizons. Both the

growth of the computer-assisted reference service and the

implementation of the online Star Index exemplify this strength.

An even better example, however, is the self-evaluation study being

performed by the Science-Engineering Library staff. Shelley Phippe

and her crew will provide an example not only for the University

Library, but for the University community as a whole. Theirs will

be a long-range plan that will serve as an example in the years

ahead.



3. MAXR LIMITN1IS

For the first time in many years, the University Library was

presented with a budget that not only does not keep pace with the

cost of living, but will actually force a retrenchment in some

areas. The materials budget will remain the same, the operations

budget will increase slightly, and the wages budget will decrease

dramatically because of both the cutback in work study funds and

our inability to recover salary savings. It may be a major task

convincing several department heads that life will go on and that

what is required is a careful prioritizing of services and

projects. Actually, if approached in the proper frame of mind,

this year will present us with an opportunity to remove those tasks

from our day-to-day operations that really aren't necessary.

Despite the conversion of several career staff positions to faculty

positions, some departments are still seriously under-staffed. The

burgeoning Orientation Program and the continuing demand for online

reference service adds to the burden placed on both the Central

Reference Department and the Science-Engineering Library Reference

staffs. Since it would be foolhardy to count on any additional

staff within the next two years, we will be forced to place a hold

on any further developments for these two programs. Similar

pressures exist for the department heads in Music, Media, and

Government Documents.

Although previous annual reports have addressed the problem of

space limitations, fiscal 1983 will be the year that several

departments will actually burst their seams. Both Media and Music

are in desperate straits and some planning is required this year

towards alleviating their problems. Unfortunately, the Fine Arts

complex that we had all counted on for our Music Collection appears

to be on hold, with little hope of being restored to the top of the

priority list within the short-term. We do hope to find permanent

quarters for the Orientation Program within the coming year and to

begin construction on new offices and work space in the Science-

Engineering Library, in an effort to make that building more

functional.



4. FU'JURE NS

Following the final report from the Science-Engineering Self-

Evaluation Team, it will be our goal to begin implementation of

many of the team's recommendations. Although budget limitations

may restrict our actions to some extent, it is extremely important

that the study result in several positive steps being taken during

the year. The Science-Engineering Library staff has long felt it

has been slighted by the Library Administration. Whether we agree

or not, here is an opportunity to overcome a perceived slight on

our part.

We are planning for an analysis of several of the orientation
functions by yet another class from the Systems and Industrial

Engineering Department. We are particularly interested in an
analysis of the Library Skills Program. An expanded media program

will be investigated during the coming year. If a university-wide

consensus can be reached on such a program, new and expanded space

will be required sometime during fiscal 1984. Music, Maps, and

Library Science will attempt to find temporary solutions to their

space problems and plan for more long-term solutions.

Prior to the beginning of the new calendar year, we are faced with

the unenviable task of having to find a replacement for Mary Dale

Paisson as Assistant University Librarian for Public Services.

Mary Dale's many contributions cannot be measured, but they
certainly are reflected in the high quality of the Public Services

staff and more particularly through the accomplishments of her

department heads. She will be missed by the Public Services
Division, the Library, and the University.
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SU'1MAY

The demand for online searches continues to grow. The
number of searches performed was up 15% over last year for
a total of 940. The addition of three new online searchers
in 1982/83 should provide library users quicker search access
and I anticipate a significantly larger number of searches
will be performed next year. As in previous years, the
majority of search requests come from graduate students
(41%) and faculty/staff (23%).

The online information industry continues its phenomenal
growth as more and more publishers and other information
providers recognize the economy, speed, flexibility, and
immediate access which online systems provide. The four
major vendors (database suppliers) which CARS utilizes (BRS,
DIALOG, SDC, NASA/RECON) provide access to over 220 files
representing approximately 90 million bibliographic records
searchable online. Three-five new files become available
each month representing the entire spectrum of information
from religion (RELI) to energy (DOE's Energy Database), from
a National Electronic Yellow Pages and Career Placement Regis-
try to the SUPERINDEX - a collective index to the major
handbooks (over 300 presently) in the fields of science and
technology.

Additional highlights of the year include:
- a simplified billing operation
- continued training of searchers in advanced and/or

specialized areas
- upgrading of searching equipment in both Main and Science

to permit 1200 baud operation using a flexible modem with
a voice-data switch

- addition of a microcomputer in Science for increased
searching economy, automatic logon, SDI's, and a host
of other potential uses.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the service is the enthusiasm
and interest of the searchers and their supervisors.
The continuous additions, changes, enhancements, etc.,
mean that one has to be dedicated to keep up which takes

a lot of individual and largely unseen effort.

The searching equipment we now have is state-of-the
art and should serve us well for the next three - five

years. It's flexible, performs well at high speeds, and

is (so-far) trouble-free.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

CARS is a service made possible by the interaction of
several dynamic, fast-developing technologies. As an
emerging service at a time of fiscal recession it has a
difficult time competing with established services be-

cause of inertia, and because it's not sure exactly
where it's headed. Most limitations derive from that

set of circumstances.

The major limitations are the following:

- lack of adequate personnel to properly manage

the service
- lack of adequate facilities near the reference

area to interview users and conduct searches
- more and more publishers are relying primarily

or exclusively on online access to information
but librarians cannot access the information
except on a fee-for-service basis

- the constant updates, changes in systems, new
databases, etc. mean a major effort must be
made to constantly train searchers and others
(patrons and administrators).



FUTURE PLANS

Providing the best possible access to information
for our users should be an ongoing goal. To do this

we need to:

Stabilize the administration of CARS and set up
mechanisms to efficiently handle the needs and

problems of users and searchers.

Explore the possibility of a ready-reference use
of the online systems.

Utilize new technologies; for example BIOSIS is
experimenting with making segments of its file
available on diskettes which could be used over
and over locally.

Plan for renovation of building space to better
meet the needs of CARS.



BREAKDOWN BY USER TYPE:

APPENDIX - COMPUTER ASSISTED REFERENCE SERVICE
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I. Surruary: 1981-1982 CRD and Appendix A: 1977/78 through 1981/82 charts

Reference Desks:Staffed 235 hours/week as in past years. Total questions

111,754; reference 9O,595 directional 21,159. (Appendix B) Beference

questions vere up 3% to 82% of the total. Total questions decreased by 12%

(reference questions by 10% from 1980-81). Random sampling techniques

used for 100 days. The )iZW/ALA definition of reference and directional

transactions was followed. The 19B0 reDesign Report proposal to split the

Peady Beference bookcase for increased user access was not followed due to

cost and the department head's belief that more significant changes are

actually needed. We again had the great pleasure of having Don Nckinson,

GLS faculty, work at the desk three hours each week throughout spring term.

Online Searching: 189 searches completed; 25% increase. In August, online

office hours vere established in the Main Library. Each CRD librarian,

plus Robert Mitchell (Goy. Documents), chose one 2-hour block (lO-l2!'; 21

M-m) to be inber/his Diti.ce. During the designated office hours, users

requesting a computer search are directed to the appropriate librarian, who

conducts the interview and works with the client to develop the preliminary

search strater. Non-searchers were trained to conduct this portion of the

process with the hands-on searching subsequently carried out by CARS/Main

searchers. The procedure has helped even out the searching load among

searchers. SEL searchers began a similar procedure in January 1982. CBD

CABS searchers attended BBS, DIALOG, Disclosure, SDC, etc. training/continuing

education sessions this past year.

Collection Development: 1,768 pieces added; 2,152 transferred; collection

size approximately 142,000 volumes. The greatest growth was in the ! zr P

classifications; greatest reduction in the N1 7. classificationS. The index

table area vas re-arranged to provide some minimal growth space; early -

volumes of Pschological Abstracts are now shelved in the CRD stack area to

ease crowding. Meetings were held between CRD Subject Representatives, the

department bead, end Elaine Livermore (Acquisitona Read) to clarify those areas

where CRD members could be of greatest assistance. Similar meetings were held

with John Pitcher (Serials Read) and Travis Leach (Serials Librarian). The

Z3000-Z8000's vere weeded completely. The A, B, D, R, J, K, L, M, PAW, QV,

and a majority of the Zciasses have been cleaned up from the pre-merger years.

This work would have been impossible without the superb efforts of Christy

Taylor, the CRD Technical Services Liaison.

Indexing: Arizona Daily Star Index--Editing for publication of the 1978 and

1979 index was completed. Beginning with January 1, 1982 of the paper, Bonnie

Hintzman nov indexes online with s CO)USTAB terminal, currently housed in the

Library Office. Arizona Index--Work continues apace. The amount of

indexing possib1eias been directly affected by the emphasis placed on

the ADSI editing. Hopefully the bak1og of issues from the G. X. Mall

project will be eliminated by the end of this next fiscal year.

Orientation/InStructiOn: 293 sessions vere given; 1% decrease. The English

1014 sessions absorbed the staff during Spring Term. Support from several

members of Technical Services and the Graduate Library School was deeply

appreciated. Among the specie]. sessions given vere those to s group of Soviet

teachers of ìglisb who vere on campus for s summer program; Ruth Dicistein

admirably arranged for their introduction to US academic library use.



II. Strengths: 1981-1982 CRD

This year, more than ever, the librarians, career staff, and student

assistants have made CRD the place where users receive high quality support

and assistance. Margo Gutierrez has been of consistently wonderful help at
the reference desk and with a business collection development project in her

one year temporary position; Edie Ferre].D. being on leave to work on a book.

Margo has been a joy to have in CBD. Her intelligence, courtesy, and

couimitment to librarianship has taught us all and we deeply regret her leaving.

Her acceptance into the U/Texas--Austin graduate program in Latin American

Studies comes as no surprise to us, as we have had the advantage of her

knowledge for this past year. A sorrowful adios is also bid to Elvira

Segura-Langton, vho will move to Michigan this summer. Elvira's year and a

half in CRD has earned her a special place and immodest applause for her

intelligence, her support of the shy or special user, her flexibility in

assisting CRD staff--and her vit!! Elvira's enthusiasm for online searching

and for helping others will be sorely missed.

We also regretfully lose Mirene Hazebrouck and Bob Grainer at the end of'

this f'iscal year. In responding to the steaai3.Yincreasing needs of' users

from the colleges of' Business & Public Administration and Education, their

positions are being phased out end up-graded to faculty level. Their support

of' CRD and of library users over the past years has provided them with

valuable communication skills, the ability to be flexible in responding to

user and departmental needs, and a knowledge of both applied psycholor end

specific aspects of' library work as related to their individual CBD

responsibilities. Their support of the department, its users and staff has

been constant and of high quality. It is with deep regret that we lose them

f'rom CBD. Our earnest hope is that they obtain satisfying and challenging

positions where others may benefit from their skills.

Appendix C is a list of' publications by CRD Subject Representatives. It

is noteworthy for both the quality of the works and the extensiveness pf the

list. In addition, Vïrginia Rice successfully def'ended her thesis and has

received her masters degree in History. Craig Hawbaker received tenure in his

fifth year and was promoted to Associate Librarian in CBD. He also became a

father to Michelle Lyn, who has been adopted by the department. Lois Olsrud's

article comparing the A-P and Z classifications appeared in . She was also

elected Chair of the Library Faculty Assembly. Ruth Dickstein became Chair of

the Campus Library Council, and Gloria Ritter in ILL vas elected President of

the Library Staff Association. Paul Barton received rave responses from the

heads of the Music and Art departments and the acting dean of the Fine Arts

College for his analysis of those collections within the library. His film

bibliography has also been well received from within and outside the university.

Barbara Megd.al deserves particular mention. Without her uncee.sing efforts in

all areas of' her varied responsibilities, the daily life of CRD and its staff'

members would not have been as smooth as it bas been. Barbara has been able

to absorb increasing loads without demur, and has been outstanding in her

flexibility to respond to all types of iediate needs.

Lastly, the solid success of the Student Assistant Training Program in

improving bothtlfe training and the service to users provided by CED student

assistants is due to the intense labors of Margo Gutierrez, Ruth Dicksteifl,

Christy Taylor, Bruce Parsil, John McKay and Lois Olsrud, who served on the

couittee and most of whom continue to serve as trainers. The currently

active Reference Desk Performance Standards Committee has Bob Gramer, Craig

Hawbaker, onnie Hintzman and Lois Olsrud as members. This committee has

rapidly covered siificant ground in drafting standards and measures for full

departmental review. The quality of work coming from this committee portends

a valuable forthcoming tool for peer review of reference desk work.



II. Limitations: 1981-1982 CRD

0cLc Terminal: As CRD staff work more and more with OCLC, RLIN, and.
online data bases, the 1k of the OCLC terminal at the reference desks
becomes increasingly apparent. Identffïcatïon of inconp1ete or incorrect

author or title citations, plus use of tracing information for subject
searching is baiipered by the lack of the terminal. It is hoped that OCLC

will find a terminal this coming year which meets with their approvai and

which CRD vili subsequently receive, as approved in 1981.

Librarians' Subject Depth: It continues to be a never-ending struggle for
the CRD Subject Representatives to maintain depth in their fields. Perhaps

this is how it should be when information continues to appear faster than

it can be assimilated. Attendance at lectures, symposia, and meetings is

encouraged since it help provide state-of-the-art knowledge of both the

field and the faculty's research interests. The addition in 1982-83 of a

second education and a second business representative vil], allow the

current librarians in those fields to concentrate their efforts in more

selected areas. At the saine time, each discipline in the two colleges

will be more fully supported.

Online Searching: The lack of an office in the near vicinity to the print

tools and the interviewing offices is a distinct disadvantage for CRD

staff--both searchers and non-searcher interviewers. Additionally, the

lack of a room of suitable size for conducting demonstrations limits the

quality of class instruction sessions where online searching is one of

the tools discussed and illustrated. An office within CRD, or more

effectively placed on the main floor of the Main Library, would permit

closer, more immediate problem resolution; tighter coordination of search

service offerings; more immediate access to primary and secondary online

print and non-print tools; better problem solving through consultation and

referral to CABS searchers and intervievérs; more unified reference

service; and enhanced training and continuing education opportunities.

Transfer and Clean-up Project: Completion of the project is dependent upon

how much help is available to the CBD Technical Services Liaison through the

Student Assistant budget. Reduction in the budget allocation results in

a reduction in the amount of material which can be processed through CR])

each week. Considering that the CBD Technical Services Liaison will be

picking up processing which was done by Mirene Eazebrouck and Bob Grainer,

it is even more essential this year that SA support be available. The only

other limitation on completion of the project is how much can be bandied

by the staff in the Catalog and Serials departments. Their ebb and flow

affects CRD's ebb and flow. With the current SA support and the assistance

of Catalog and Serials staff, completion of the project is approximately

one-and-a-half years away. With a reduced SA budget, a mimimum of another

year should be added to the completion time.



IV. Future Plans: 1982-1983 CRD

Test the standards and measures developed for peer review of

reference desk performance;

Develop standards and measures for review of orientation/instruction,

collectïon development, online searching, and faculty liaison

effectiveness;

Revise the flow of technical processing work within CRD;

Continue the R&R project from the previous three reference

departments to the single CRD location;

- 5. Continue increasing CRD staff knowledge of online searching

and of online services;

Increase CRD staff knowledge of ILL processes;

Begin a Document Delivery Service in ILL using the report developed

by Kathleen Kime, CRD Intern, as the starting point.
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Appendix C

PUBLICATIONS: 1981-1982 CRD

Paul Barton
Fashion Desiers; A Guide to Biographical Sources in the University

of Arizona Library. 1981.
Film Refererence Materials: A Guide to the Cinema Collection, University

of Arizona Library. 1981.
Materials on Art in the University of Arizona Libraries: A Comparison

of Library Resources. 1982.
Materials on Music in the University of Arizona Libraries: A

Comparison of Library Resources. 1982.

Ruth Dickstein
Early Childhood Education: Library Resource List. 1982.

-Education and the Culturally Diverse. 1981.
Education Reference File. EA catalog file of education related

reference material by subject categories] 1981.

Education Update--1981.
Library Resources for the Study of the Learning Disabled Chïld. 1982.

Recent Acquisitions in Higher Education 1980-1981.
"Testing the Library Skills Program at the University of Arizona"

Paper delivered at the College and University Division of ASLA at

Arizona State University on March 22, 1982.

Craig Hawbaker

[vIM. Golrick, D. Smith, and B. Wessel] "Business." In Reference

Update: A Bibliography Special Librarians of Arizona, compiled by

Laura Dobie. Tucson, Arizona: Arizona Chapter of the Special Libraries

Association and the Special Libraries Divison of the Arizona State

Library Association. 1981.
Career Information and Job Hunting Guide: Selected University of

Arizona Resources. 1981.
Consumer Price Indexes/Cost of Living Indexes: Basic Library Resources.

1982.
Corporate Filings: University of Arizona Library Holdings. 1982.

Developing Countries: Selected University of Arizona Library Resources.

1981.
[v/Robert Mitchell] Public Finance: Selected University of Arizona

Library Resources. 1981.
[v/N. Golrick] "Online Information Sources: A List of Business and

Business Related Databases." In Reference Update. A Bibliography,

compiled by Laura Dobïe. Tucson, Arizona: Arizona Chapter of the

Special Libraries Association and the Special Libraries Division of

the Arizona State Library Association. 1981.
[v/Robert Mitchell] International Marketing: A Guide to Basic Library

Resources. 1981.



C:2

John McKay
Book Reviewing Sources in the Central Reference Department of the

U of A Library. 1981.
Classics: Basic Reference Books on Greek and Roman Civilization in the

U of A Library. 1982.
Usage Manuals: A Bibliography. 1981.

Lois Olsrud
"LC Classification Key: A Comparison of Classes A-P with Their Z

Counterparts ," Volume 21 Number 1 Fall 1981.

The Novel: Sources of Criticism. 1981.
Women in Literature: Guide to Selected Sources for English Teachers.

1981.

Virginia Rice
Health Education; Sources for Research in the Main University Library.

1982.
The Salem Witch Cases; A Selective List of Sources in the University

Library. 1982.
A Selected Bibliography of Library Materials for the History of Women.

1981.
A Selective Bibliography of Library Resources for the Study of

Contemporary American Literature. 1981.

A Selective List of Library Resources for Research in Medieval,

Renaissance, and Reformation Hïstory. 1981.

A Selective List of Sources for Historical Research in the University

of Arizona Main Library. 1981.

Social Change; A Selective Bibliography of Library Resources. 1982.

Thomas Jefferson; A Selection of Resources in the University of

Arizona Library. 1982.
World War II; A Selection of Library Resources. 1982.

Elvira Segura-Langton
[v/Ruth Dickstein] American Indians: Selected Library Resources.

1981.
Ethnic minorities in the United States: A Guide to Library Resources.

1981.
[v/Peg Thwaitsi Guidelines for Serving Physically Disabled Patrons.

1981.
Inter-American Relations: Some Information Sources. 1982.
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I SIJNMARY

Borrowing

The Borrowing section of Inter].ibrary Loan received the greatest

attention and emphasis this year and should continue to do so. We

transferred the Clerk II position to Lending and moved a Library

Assistant I to Borrowing. We also assigned an extra student assistant

to the Borrowing section, rearranged the office furniture and biblio-

graphic tools, and were evaluated by the Systems and Industrial

Engineering class on campus. Their recommendations and our changes

resulted in a smoother work flow and increased efficiency. Total

result: we were able to process 5,53)4 requests compared to 3,807 last

year.

Our U. of A. patrons are the benefactors of this emphasis. They

are no longer limited to five requests per week nor are there any

limitations on the te of materials they may request. The turn-around

time was cut down, often by more than a week. Our membership in the

Center for Research Libraries combined with a new searching procedure

resulted not only in fast service (II days from request time to

delivery date) but also in more free photocopy requests. Patrons have

been encouraged to fill out Acquisitions Department forms when they

believe the item they are requesting would be a valuable addition to

our collection; this was something many of them did not realize they

were entitled to do.

Lending

The Lending Section continues to do an outstanding job. Trans-

ferring Mina Parish to Lending was a true blessing. There is a concern

for detail and speed seen in the operation no matter which Library

Assistant is in charge. Most book requests have a one day turn-around

time in the office. Most photocopy requests have a two-three day

turn-around, time. CHAIN libraries are receiving faster service also.

Where before requests for items we did not own were forwarded to LES,

now we find other locations and send the request on to a library thus

saving time and work for LES arid the borrowing library. The efficiency

and concern resulted in the processing of 21,673 requests as compared

with 2l,751 last year.

II MAJOR STRENGTHS

A flexible, competent staff is the major strength of any organ-

ization. We have one. Procedures are constantly evaluated and changed

to meet demands and improve service. When an international project

required nearly 700 requests in two months, the Borrowing staff adapted

procedures and met the need.

Good communications skiUs both within the office and with our

patrons are an invaluable strength. A patron inquiry box set next to

the Borrowing phone has increased feedback to patrons end cut down on

the time a request spends in the office trying to get clarified. This



arrangement also permits anyone to be able to answer patron questions.

Dr. Kleese, a patron who has used ILL for a number of years, says he

feels we keep close tabs on his requests, unlike ever before, and even

better, we let him know what is going on.

A more in-depth knowledge of the OCLC systems is a comforting

strength. Four members of the staff attended an AÌvIIGOS OCLC workshop

this year to become more familiar with the Union Listing Component and

and the Name/Address Directory. The ILL office has input all the

records for our library in the Name/Address Directory and we will be

responsible for updating them. We are the first library in AMIGOS to

have a complete roster in the NAD.

Great cooperation from other library areas continues to be most

important, in fact indispensable. We interact with every department

in the system and oftentimes it is their in-depth knowledge and willing-

ness to help which makes us look good. In turn, the entire system looks

good too.

Our CRL membership, in spite of changes in its charging policy,

is a strength because it makes our Borrowing procedures much more

efficient. They accept unverified and phone requests; they will notify

us within 24 hours if they cannot supply and will purchase materials

for us when they do not own. For many requests it is the only place

to go.

Finafly, supervision which acknowledges our intelligence and

permits us to be innovative is a blessing and. a strength. It is the

best kind and most appreciated.

III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The fiscal policies which prevented three members of the staff

from having their positions upgraded caused a morale problem which

will be difficult to overcome. Last year's annual report described

these people as "innovative, hard-working, articulate women capable

of work wefl beyond their Job classification." They're even better

this year.

Iv. FUTURE PLANS

Physical space is at a premium in the office. We will continue

to look at ways to rearrange the office to get optimum use of the space

we have.

We will ask the Systems and Industrial Engineering class to study

our Lending section. This will be especially important when we lose

our CHAIN funding.

Full use of a new system for checking on libraries' policies will

cut time and increase the amount of' knowledge about those libraries.

Work on this system is near completion and Tucson Public's ILL office

is interested in sharing it.



We would like to organize and index our collection of individual

libraries' serials lists to pick up some of the service lost when NST

stopped providing locations. Our collection is impressive but could

be arranged in a more efficient manner.



LENDING:

Total requests received

Total requests filled

Total volume increased 14%

Fill rate increased 6%

INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS

198 1/82

BORROWING:

Total requests received from UA clients 5,514

Total requests filled 4,750 (87%)

Total volume increased 45%

Fill rate decreased 2% (this was caused by our being willing to accept unverified

requests, a practice we will continue)

24,673k

13,849 (57%)*':

TOTAL REQUESTS PROCESSED 30,187 (19% increase)

* 2,500 requests are not included in the Total column. These were requests

requiring a CONDITIONAL response on OCLC and which we thought might return

to be filled. Actually, only about 10% of them do come back. Next year's

statistics will show CONDITIONALS as Unfilled requests and thus the total

number of requests processed will increase accordingly.

** A study conducted this year showed that of the requests received,

on the average:
56% were filled
13% were in use (checked out to a VAL patron)
16% could not be located on the shelves
15% were not owned by UAL (these were mostly unverified

OCLC serials requests)
The University of Texas at Austin tells us that a poll they took shows most

large academic libraries have an average 50% fill rate in their Lending

sections.



Interlibrary Loan Statistics FY 1981 - 1982

Items borrowed: Originals 2,944

Items borrowed: Photocopies 1,806
total 4,750

Items loaned: Originals 8,294

Items loaned: Photocopies 5,555
total 13,849
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SUHMARY

Two major personnel changes occurred during 1981/82: Nona Vannerson was hired to

replace Pat Leigh last September, and the Department was granted perviission to

split Arrner'ette Christie's position into two half-time positions, effective July

1, 1982. Due to recently imposed university-wide spending limitations, the re-

sulting half-time position Will be left vacant for a minimum of six weeks.

Public service statistics reveal a 5% increase in the number of docutnents reference

questions answered during 1981/82. This was offset by slight declines in all other

categories of questions counted: the overall increase in reference service was .5%.

Circulation volume rose by a modest 4%. Since February the Department has been

operating a dual GEAC/manual loan system, and GEAC charges account for roughly 24%

of all non-photocopy loans tiiade during the last five months. In-library use of

both printed publications and microforrns was estimated for the first time this

year, based on sample counts. These figures represent 3.5% and 3.4% use rates for

printed and microform documents, respectively. A Xerox microfiche reader-printer

was installed in the Department last November as a convenience to users and to

reduce the high volume of fiche loaned for photocopying. Although the copier has

been plagued with tnaintenance problems, statistics kept by the Library Office in-

dicate a slow but steady increase in its use.

Receipt of printed materials declined 30% this year, due primarily to the moratorium

imposed on federal publishing activity between April and December, 1981. The umber

of depository microfiche received for the year increased 18%, however, reflecting

GPO'S continued coimnitment to massive microfiche conversion. Special processing

projects undertaken since last July include creation of a separate shelflist for

depository classes received in microfiche, reorganization of the decennial/quin-

quennial census file, and a complete inventory of and creation of new check-in

cards for the United Nations Official Records. Retrospective portions of both

the environmental impact statement geographical file and the Environmental Protection

Agency report number index were completed. Each of these files will be updated as

new materials are received.

Tremendous effort was spent last fall and winter in weeding and packing some 30,000

printed hearings for shipment to the University of Houston, and in shifting the

entire documents collection after the transfer. Between the vacated shelving and

approximately 1,300 feet of new shelving installed last sun!ner, the documents col-

lection should have adequate space to expand for another five to six years.

In September of 1981 the Documents Department began purchasing microfiche copies

of all current research and development reports issued by the Agency for Internatiotma

Development. To my knowledge, the UA Library is one of only two institutions in the

country attempting to acquire complete Bets of these reports, which comprise an

important source for research in the fields of agricultural economics and the ap-

plication of appropriate technologies. Last year the Department also acquired

microfiche backfiles of ten of our most frequently consulted (and missing) federal

periodicals, and received the initial instalment of CIS's new U.S. Congressional

Co=ittee Hearings Index.

Documents staff began adding bibliographic records for government publications to

the GEAC online loan system last February. Since then, approximately 2,500 document

records have been input, and over 500 GEAC charges have been made from the reference

desk terminal. Although most of these records will eventually be linked to the

Library's master OCLC cataloging tape, only minimal link processing is currently

being done through the Map Collection's OCLC terminal. While it is expected that

the Department will retain responsibility for inputting document bibliographic

data into GEAC indefinitely, negotiations are presently underway to transfer

most GEAC loan functions (excluding searches, holds, and recalls) to the Loan

Department.



MAJOR STRENGThS

The Departtneflt'S principal strengths continue to reside in the depth of its

federal docunientS collection, and in the knowledge, expertise, and dedication

of its staff. Other significant strengths include its excellent physical facil-

ities, highly visible and accessible location, and its exhaustive collection of

ieference works pertaining to Congressional and statistical publications. Greatly

increased patron access to docwnent records afforded through the online loan

system is both an important new service and growing strength of the Department.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The additional year's delay in installing an OCLC terminal in the documents

office announced last winter dealt a severe blow to departmental expectations

for improved reference service and more efficient processing. Until a dedicated

terminal is available to the staff, backlogs of non-depository materials

awaiting SuDocs classification, international publications being searched for

cataloging copy, and GEAC records being held for OCLC linking will continue to

accrue.

As the Government Printing Office continues to convert a large percentage of

its depository output to microfiche, the Department's microform reading and

copying facilities have become increasingly strained. Since additional equip-

ment cannot be accomodated in the present reading room, eventual expansion

of this area must be anticipated. The relatively high use rate of documents

in microfiche format and lack of copyright restrictions on federal publications

make fiche-to-fiche copying capability an increasingly attractive option as

veli.



FUTURE PLANS

As mentioned earlier, the Department anticipates that many of its loan responsi-

bilities will eventually be transferred to the Loan Department. Precise details

as to how this transfer will occur have yet to be determined, but basic policies

regarding system operation have been agreed upon. The proposed arrangement would

offer many benefits to Library patrons and would permit implementation of the

'Tattle-Tape' security system for the documents collection.

The Department's growing United Nations documents
collection will be the focus of

greater attention during the coming year. Efforts to better integrate UN publi-

cations into various activities and services of the Department will entail

their future inclusion in Doc Look and Documents Despatch, and creation of a

publicly accessible card catalog for UN titles acquired since 1980. The arrival

of CIS's new Index to International Statistics, scheduled for early 1983, should

greatly enhance our ability to respond to a particularly difficult and frustrating

category of reference inquiry, and will provide an opportunity for the Department

to expand its rudimentary collection of international statistical resources as

well.

Cyithia E. Bower
Bead Documents Librarian
July 13, 1982



APPENDIX

STATISTICAL SUPPL4ENT TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HEAD DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN

FOR THE 1981-1982 YEAR

*1981/82 is the first year for which this figure is available. It is based on

a 3-month sample.

**1981/82 is the first year for which this figure is available. It is based on

a 9-month sample.

***includes approximatelY 30,000 printed Congressional hearings shipped to the

University of Houston

Depository 28,292 18,949

Non-depository 12,817 10,300

Total 41,109 29,249

Printed items withdrawn 11,931 41,999***

Printed items routed to other locations 4,786 3,931

Total estimated printed documents 849,310 832,629

Micro forms received:

Depository microfiche 18,509 21,853

Non-depository microfiche 146,331 35,064

Microfilm (reels) 46 73

Microfiche withdrawn 2,760 121

Microfiche routed to other locations 975 2,967

Total estimated microforms:

Microfiche 625,565 679,394

Microfilm (reels) 6,298 6,371

Volumes bound
1,348 1,333

Public Services 1980/81 1981/82

Reference questions 15,211 16,026

Directional questions 4,458 4,034

Library Skills Program reference questions 1,136 1,048

Library Skills Program directional questions 1,208 1,023

Total questions
22,013 22,131

Circulation
7,365 7,642

Library use of printed itetns* 29,308

Library use of microforins**
22,580

Technical Services

Printed items received:
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SUMMARY

The Collection's growth has continued during the past year and it now is to
point where some immediate decision needs to be made concerning space. By

October of this year, the Library School Director needs to inform the Committee
On Accreditation of the American Library Association of the plans for the
solution of the problem.

The Library Science Collection was linked with the rest of the Library Circula-
tion system throughGEAC during the first week in January and the staff of the
LSC including several part-time student assistants began entering data into

the memory on GEAC. This was accovìplished by matching our shelf-list against
the entries already on GEAC from the old Mohawk system. Although there was

much of the collection which was not on the old Mohawk sysyem, we began using GEAC
as our circulation system immediately. All that remains to be entered into

GEAC is those materials in our Reference area.

Jennifer L. Craig joined the staff in June 1981 as a replacement for Sherry Lytle:
Ms Craig's academic background and interest in library work proved a great asset.
After she became familiar with the Collection, she revised the Verticle File
material using more accurate Library of Congress subject headings and typing
cards for that material not reflected in our public catalog.



MAJOR STRENGI-ITS

The holdings of the Collection is its chief strength. Any comparison of

our holdings with other schools who publish their acquisitions indicate

that ours is a strong collection. Especially strong is the cataloging and

information science areas.

The hours of service offered by our Collection considering the small size

of the staff is impressive.

This past year the quality of the student assistants working in the Library

has added another strngth.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The lack of space remains the only real limitation in the Collection.



FUTURE PLANS

I hope that within the next few months consideration will be given to

withdrawing unused and out-dated multiple cpoies from the Collection.

Another suggestion is that back files of a number of serial titles be

acquired on microform and that the paper copy be either returned to the

Main Library or discarded.



Cecil W. Weilborn

APPENDIX

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Home Use 2476

Reserves 5112

These figures are for those items charged out before the Collection began

the use of GEAC. The statistics after January 1982 are reflected in the

GEAC statistics report of the Loan Department.
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SUMMARY

Several changes were made this year that have temporarily lessened
some of the department's more critical storage problems. Over a pe-

riod of four months Christine Ziegler and her staff of student assis-
tants made a najor stack shift in an effort to make space for growth
in the most compacted areas of the collection. The reference books

were also rearranged after the University Librarian made available

three sections of much needed double faced shelving for the reading

room. Looking ahead, the library administration purchased seven lar
filing cabinets to be used for storing the maps that will be detached

from the theses and dissertations during the coming year.

Since the arrival of the Map Collection's two GEAC terminals in Octo-

ber of 1981, Christine Ziegler and her staff of student assistants

have made steady progress in their efforts to prepare the flat maps
for the department' s future automated loan system. The fact that they

had spent the previous year preparing lists of large set holdings for

inputting purposes has enabled them to proceed with this project in a

most efficient manner. Under Ms. Ziegler's competent direction the
retrospective bibliographic records are being input Into the GEAC data

base and the flat maps are being barcoded simultaneously. In addition

the installation of the department's OCLC/GEAC lïnk provides the means

for entering all future bibliogrphic records into the system. The

work is progressing well, and the staff is looking forward to this de-

partment having, what we believe to be, the first automated loan sys-

tem for maps in this country.

The Map Collection has been fortunate in recent years to have had the

funds to purchase many of the outstanding cartographic publications

that should be represented in an academic map collection. This year

a wide range of thematic maps were obtained from the various state goy-

erii'nental agencies in this country, and many foreign topographic and

topical maps were acquired as were a number of bathymetric maps. Sev-

eral early works by the well known cartographers, Henry Popple, the Ho-

mann Heirs, John Ogilby and Christopher Weigel vere added to the col-

lection for historical research purposes. Only a few despository maps

were received from the fense Mapping Agency, but fortunately the send-

ings from the Government Printing Office and the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey were received in abundance.

Even though the department was short staffed for six months while map

cataloger Linda Cottreil was on leave and the reduction in the va ges

budget caused us to cut student hours and to lay off one stud'nt ass is-

tant, the amount of work accomplished by the staff is commendable.

Working together staff members provided public service to a large cli-

entele, maintained the stack, selected, ordered and processed new acqui-

sitions, issued departmental publications, continued special projects,

and as time permitted each one participated in a number of library and

professional activities.

i



}4AJ STRENGTHS

Because the holdings of this department provide map users with a mul-
ti-disciplinary collection of material, requests for information and
BerviCe came to the stiff in many forms this year. To fulfil in part

the department's obligation to the faculty and students le Steele

lectured to classes in geography, cartography, elementary education

and library science; conducted frequent orientation sessions; helped

students with class assignments; and provided reference assistance to

all who sought his help.

Both faculty and staff used the collection regulcrly for research pur-

poses and to gather information for publications. In one instance the

Environmental Research Laboratory staff used detailed maps of Africa to

locate the most accessible saline swamp areas that could be used for

collecting specimen of native vegetation.

Several times during the year faculty members from Arizona State Uni-

versity and Northern Arizona University came to the Library to use the

map collection. One professor used the historical cartography resources
to develop a course of study for a new class, and also to further his

research on the history of overland trails in this region. Locally, fac-

ulty members at Pima College made several class assignments which their

students were instructed to complete by using the maps in this department.

Among the distinguished visitors who came our way was Dr. Cornelius Koe-

man, who was for many years the head of the University of Utrecht's De-

partment of Cartography. 1nown throughcut the world as an authority on

histcrical cartography he bas published many outstanding books in his

field, some of which can be found in the Map Collection's reference sec-

tion.

In addition to serving the University community nd the many special bor-

rowers who use this department, staff members participated in a number of

Library activities. C1.rist1ne Ziegler assisted the Orientation Librarian

with the Library Skills Program; served on the New Staff Orientation Com-

mittee and was a member of the Review Committee for the University L i -

brarian. For the first half of the year Linda Cottreil served on the Pro-

motion and Tenure Committee. tale Steele attended the NASA/.FCON Advanced
Training Sessions which were held at this University, and at the stte
level he served on the Steering Committee for Cooperation in Library In -

struction in Arizona. After the University of rizona became a member of
the Landsat Consortium, the University Librarian appointed him to serve

as the Library'ì representative to the Consortium.

Although it would be impossible to fully describe the daily requests for

public service, it should be moted that the high quality of assistance

given to map users by the staff Is indeed a major strength of this de-

partment.

2
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MkJOR LIMITATIO

Although the ì4ap Collection has had a backlog of uncataloged flat

maps and reference books for several years, the number of titles

in this collection has increased this year due to the fact that the

department's map cataloger, Linda Cottreil, was on leave for six

months.

In an effort to process this material Carol Suplicki was employed

on a temporary basis from April 12th through June 30th for the pur-

pose of performing preliminary cat4oging procedures. During the

short period of her employment she was unable to process a large

number of titles, but she did make a considerable amount of progress

in preparing the reference books for final cataloging.



FUTURE PLANS

To continue the work of preparing the collection for the department's

automated loan system by barcoding the flat maps and inputting the

retrospective bibliographic records into the GEAC date base.

To work toward the eliminat ion of the department' s backlog of uncata-

loged materials.

To make available reference tools, indexes and guides needed for prop-

er access to the materials in the collection.

To process the maps that will be detached from the theses and disser-

tations. This includes the production of catalog cards, repairing the

damaged maps, entering the bibliographic records into GEAC and the de-

velopment of a filing system.

To acquire thematic and topographic coverage of the world that is ex-

tensive enough to meet the current and anticipated research require-

ments of the University community.

To assist members of the teaching faculty by providing orientation

sessions, lectures and the materials required for class assignments.

To provide public service to the map users in the University community

as well as the special borrowers and out of state visitors who coma

to the Map Collection each year.

4



ACQUISflIONS STATISTICS

AdditioriS Fiscal Year 1981-1982

Books/Serials

Globes

Sheet Maps

Microfilm Reels

WiTH 1A WALS FISCAL YEAR 1981-1982

Books

Sheet Maps

PUBLIC SVICES STATISTICS

Circulatioi

?J

Borne Use

Library Use

eference QuestionS

Inquirie s Answered

APPENDIX

TOTAL HOLDINGS,

Aerial Photographs 16,330

Books 4,277

Globes 13

Sheet Maps 155,305

Microfiche 23

Microfilm Reels
1].

Total
175,959

7,699

3

37
Total

40

203

1

5,401

4
Total

5,609

10,627

39 11.4
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SUMMARY

T.S. Eliot's widow wrote a letter to the London Times recounting
a story her husband loved to tell. It seems that late one evening
he stopped a taxi and as he got in the car the driver recognized him.
Eliot asked the man how he knew who he was and the driver replied:
"Ah, I've an eye for a celebrity. Only the other.evening I picked
up Bertrand Russell and I said, "Well, Lord Russell, what's ït all

about?' And do you know, he couldn't tell me." Following the Media

Center's fifth full year of existence after its move into the Main
Library, the tendency is to want to very definitely answer the
question, "What's it all about?" And do you know...

There are, however, some clues. Clue number one: growing col-

lections. All three of them which are housed in the Media Center
area, the K-12 Textbook Collection, the Juvenile Collection, and the

non-book media collection, have grown steadily since 1977. Some 1500

volumes have been added to the Textbook Collection; the Juvenile
stacks now hold over 6,500 more titles than they did five years ago;
and the most phenomenal growth shows a non-book collection of some
27,000 pieces in 1977 now totaling over 76,000 pieces. Clue number

two: growing services. Circulation of non-print titles has doubled
in five years time, equipment and room use has tripled, and instruc-
tional service statistics were not even reported in 1977 while over
1,000 students attended orientation sessions conducted by Media staff
this past year. Clue number three: user ïnput. Who would have fore-

seen five years ago that by 1981-1982 sixty percent of the department's

acquïsitions would be the result of faculty and user requests? Clue

number four: a steadily growing demand for video playback service.
Five years ago the department got its first video unitys, and this year
during the time it was open the Media Center provided an average of
85 hours of playback service each week.

Add to this the fact that the number of media staff members has
not grown at all in the past five years. And despite the pressures of

increasing service demands, crowded working conditions, and normal

staff turnover, the department's staff has not only willingly under-

taken a major project for placing the Media Center's holdings into the

library's on-line circulation data base, but that it has every inten-

tion of completing that project in the next few months.
There is a wonderful old proverb which states, "Fortune favors

the mind prepared." Undoubtedly it pays to have a good game plan.
With all clues indicating continued interest in the growth of the

Media Center's programs, with proven evidence that the department's

staff is determined to provide the best service its resources permit,

and with the absolute need to consider how to eliminate obstacles
which will inhibit the department's future expansion, It is time to
look forward to the next fIve years and to prepare a game plan.

Perhaps then we will more truly know what it is all about.



STRENGTHS

Swelling service statistics, stronger growth in resource

holdings, and on-line systems participation are the factors which

summarize the Media Center's yearly successes.
Almost every service extended by the department increased with

some of them indicating significant growth. For instance, the total

number of reference questions recorded as being answered by Media

Center staff doubled. Almost twice as many university students

(over 1,000) attended instructional sessions, conducted by Media

Center staff to introduce the Center and it's resources than did

the previous year. And even though In mid-year the University's

Microcampus withdrew all its video taped courses from the Media

Center's Reserve shelves, the hours for VTR playback for the year

shows an increase of 53 percent. Circulation services also in-

creased significantly with nearly 12,000 titles being utilized

during the year. This may not seem staggering until compared with

the fact that the total number of titles in the collection is less

than 6400.
The collection itself is growing to accomodate the demands be-

ing placed on it for access to non-print resources. The number of

cataloged titles received and processed also doubled from previous

year totals. And, at least one major acquisition, the Archival

Radio Program Collection, will provide a resource not previously

available to the campus community. These 500 plus audiotape

cassettes are the actual broadcasts from dramatic, musical, and

comedy series that were presented to the American people during

the Golden Age of Radio. By considering the balance of subjects

indicated by all the non-print programs added to the collection

during the year, the Center does show strengths In providing

interdisciplinary representation.
The two book collections, the K-12 Textbook and the Juvenile

Literature collection, were also strengthened In the past year. A

member of the textbook evaluation committee for the Arizona State

Department of Education presented the Media Center with several

1980 and 1981 elementary mathematics textbook series which are now

incorporated into the collection and faculty from the Reading De-

partment, the Graduate Library School, and the Elementary Educa-

tion Department provided valued support for continuing growth of

the Juvenile Literature collection.

The Media Center began placing collection information Into

the GEAC on-line circulation data base in the Spring of 1982. By

the end of June nearly one third of the department's programs were

included in the system. The target date of July 1983 for having the

entire media collection entered In the data base and to begin using

the system to circulate media is still very feasible given no severe

staff shortages.



LIMITATIONS

The Media Center's staff is one of the department's most valu-

able assets, but growing concerns regarding staffing must be noted.

One of the concerns relates to student help. The Center relies

greatly on students for many of its technical service type tasks,

especially loan functions, materials preparation and filing. Un-

doubtedly, the problems which resulted when it was announced that

work-study funds were completely expended by the end of April 1982

affected many departments in the library. The Media Center was no

exception. Methods for providing funding for adequate year-round

student help is very much needed. Another concern is that it is

ever more difficult for only one professional librarian to per-

form all the responsibilities needed to keep pace with service de-

mands and continued development of the three collections the Media

Center houses. Thus, 1981-1982 did not provide the opportunity

for the preparation of needed collection development policies. A

second professional position in the department would provide relief

in meeting instructional and reference service demands and in pro-

viding collection development guidance.
One of Michael Goldman's poems in At thé Edge states, "When

the muse comes She doesn't tell you to wrïte; / She says get up

for a minute, I've something to show you, stand here." Standing in

8104, the space occupied jointly by Media Center staff and the non-

print materials stacks one feels like it must be '1Show'n Tell" time.

Time to tell that by July 1983 there will be no more room. Lack of

space is a major limitation. Space for permanent equipment set-ups

in a secured area, space for work stations, space for expanding the
department's Reference collection and additional stack space for the
non-print collection are becoming critical needs.



FUTURE GOALS

With a solution to space needs being a number one priority for

the Media Center in 1982-1983, the major goal is to consider all al-

ternatives to finalize plans for the Media Center facility expansion.

A viable partial solution is to provide access to room 8105 from

room B104. The trade-off involves losing the ability to provide

scheduled classroom service to gaining absolutely necessary space

for stacks and work stations.
1982-1983 should also allow the department to complete its ef-

forts to place its holdings data into the GEAC on-line data base

and to be in a position to use the system to circulate the non-print

materials. An essential second terminal is scheduled to be installed

in the department during the year and our goal Is to completely train

all Media staff in operating the terminals for all the functions

needed to loan non-print materials to library users.
A statement from the Koran: They will question thee concern-

ing what they should expend. Say: 'The abundance'." Faced with

the threat of personnel shortages, funding cuts and space needs in

the coming year it seems improbable that a positive outlook is imag-

inable. But it is...abundantly so. And a final goal for the Media

Center will be to look at long range plans for meeting the growing

demands for library service to media materials and to propose to

meet those needs ably.
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Statistical Summaries
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New Materials ORDERS placed through Media Center 1980-1982

Section I

Media Center Acquisitions and Holdings

Holding Summaries 1979-1982

64,935 11,593 229 11,364 76,299

Dept. Requests
Faculty Requests
Dept. Previews
Totals

[1

Media Titles

980-81]

[289]

[33]
[145]

1 981 -82

242
164
76

All Book Titles

[1980-81]

[183]

[815]

1 981

_____

-82

156
574

[1

Totals

980-81]

[472]
[848]
[145)

1 981 -82

398

738
76

1,212
E467] 482 1998] 730 [1 465J

C. 1981-1982 Titles Cataloged

1981 Holdings Added Withdrawn Net 1982 Holdings

5,838 523 8 l5 6,353

D. 1981-1982 Pieces Cataloged

Added Withdrawn Net 1982 Holdings
1981 Holdings

1979 1980 1981 1982

Media Pieces 48,973 61,885 66,285 76,299

Media Titles 5,139 5,720 5,838 6,353

Textbooks 10,307 10,752 10,941 11,537

Juvenile Books (statistics kept by 16,840 (est.) 18,610 (est.)

Cataloging Dept.)



E. 1981-1982 Media Cataloged Titled by Subject

Classification Field Titles Percentages

A General Works 1

B-BJ Philosophy 26

BL-BX Religion 5 6.0%

C Sciences of History 3

D History: General (Eastern) 27

E-F History (Western) 55

G Geography, Anthropology,Recreation 24 20.8%

H Social Sciences 63

J Political Sciences 6

K - Law 3

L Education 21 17.8%

M Music 16

N Fine Arts 30 8.8%

P-PA Classical Langauge and Literature 3

PB-PH Modern European Language lo

PJ-PM Language and Literature Asia, Africa
etc. 7

PN General Literature 11

PQ Modern European Literature 2

PR-PT English and American Literature 32

PZ Juvenile Literature 17 15.7%

Q Science 80

R Medicine and Health 23

S Agriculture 5

T Technology 32 26.8%

U-V Military and Naval 4 .8%

Z Bibliography, Library Science 17 3.3%

Totals 523 100%



Section II

Comparative Sumaries of Services 1980-1982

A. Information Requests 1980-81 1981 -82

Reference Requests
Directional Requests
Tota is

2,058
1 569

3,411

3,613

3,627 7,024

B. Instructional Services 1 980-81 1981 -82

Total Sessions
Total Students
Total Hours

35
515
27.5

4g
1 004

41 .75

C. Equipment and Room Use

1980-81 [Highest Month] 1981-82 [Highest Month]

Equipment Requests 5,398 [Sept. '80:632] 6,361 [Sept. '81 :849]

Room Requests
Number of Requests
Total Hours Used

2,978
4,238.25

[Feb. '81:355]
[Aug. '80:556]

3,371

4,411.25
[Sept. '81:447]
[Sept. '81:557]

VTR Use
Total Hours Used 2,819.55 [Feb. '81:398.75] 4,316 [Nov. '81:678]

D. Circulation

1980-81 [Highest Month] 1981 -82 [Highest Month]

Titles
Building Use
Home Use
Total

5,941

3,815

[July '80:800]
[Mar. '81:527]
[Oct. '80:1,218]

7,432
4,516

[Sept. '81:1,110]
[Oct. '81 :647]

[Oct. '81:1,317]9,756 11,948

Total Pieces 223,024 [Oct. '80:32,695] 267,791 [Sept. '81 :34 042:
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1. SUMMARY

Probably the major activity for the fiscal year 1981-82
was the preparation of the staff for the eventual imple-
mentation of the on-line circulation system (GEAC). Count-
less man-hours were devoted to various aspects of training
on, planning for, and practicing with the system. Addi-
tionally, a sizeable effort has gone into inputting records
for the most heavily used portions of the collections - a
project that is still far from done. Actual circulation
of materials through the system will begin July 1, 1982.

There were two changes in personnel in the year owing to
the departures of Viola Speibring (Library Clerk 3) and
Preston Baggette (Library Clerk 2). Their positions were
filled by Holly McDonald, now reclassed to a Library Assist-

ant I, and Carolyn Saulls. The inevitable delay in getting
the positions filled and subsequent training period pro-
duced some strain on the rest of the staff, but the new
staff have quickly proven their worth.

Though there were a couple of occasions in the late spring
where the limited budget for student salaries required some
adjustments in staffing and schedules, the total budget
picture for the year was a fairly pleasant one. The ma-
terials' budget remained at a level that accommodated really

all that we needed. In addition, there were several special
purchases made possible by supplementary funds: $13,000
from the Acquisitions Department for a lot purchase of
Russian books on music; $1,000 from the National Flute
Association for the purchase of orchestral parts; and
$6,000 from the Acquisitions Department plus $1,000 from
the NFA to purchase a large collection of flute music. The
$10,000 given last year by Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fohey is
being used to fund an approval program for the acquisition
of popular music.

The attached statistical report records the increasing size
and use of the collection, and demonstrates in a way the
need for more spacious quarters. It was a significant dis-
appointment this year to find that the University adminis-
tration downgraded the propose4 Fine Arts Addition to the
point where it could be another five years before our
cramped conditions can be relieved.



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS

As has been mentioned several times in prior years, the
size and depth of the collection is the Music Collection's
greatest strength. A study conducted this year by Paul
Barton revealed that of the ARL libraries that reported
their holdings of music scores, the University of Arizona
ranked fourth in size behind Eastman, and the universities
of Illinois and Indiana.

The budget for purchases of scores and recordings has re-
mained the same for the last two years at $33,000, but
this has been supplemented by other sources as mentioned

above. An added bonus has been the more favorable exchange
rate abroad which has meant improved buying power. The
purchases this year were also supplemented by gifts in
kind totalling 1,836 pieces, with a value of $8,524.30.
All of this should mean that the quality and size of the
collection will continue to increase for some time.

A new strength of the Music Collection is our ability to
work with the GEAC circulation system. Not only does this

now provide local access to the collections in the Main
Library, but the gradual substitution of the system for
our manual circulation routines will release more staff
time to be used for other activities.

The continuing enthusiasm and dedication of the staff is
frequently mentioned by the faculty and students of the
School of Music. Their willingness to take on the chal-
lenges offered by AACR2 and GEAC has made keeping up with
the rest of the system a lot easier than it might have

been.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Without a doubt, the "physical plant" of the Music Collec-
tion is its major limitation. There is not just insuffi-
cient space for the future; it is plainly Inadequate for
the present in the following areas: 1) listening facili-
ties; 2) in-house reading area; 3) work space for the staff;
4) circulation and card catalog area. The additional aggra-
vation of apparently irremediable environmental conditions -
stuffy air all year, and poor cooling in the summer - reduce
staff productivity and discourage our users.

The budget for student salaries Is a perennial problem for
all areas of the system, but the additional need to do the
GEAC inputting in the Music Collection places extra strain
on the budget for Music. This means that the fullest bene-
fits of the GEAC system are going to remain unattainable
for some time.

It is pleasant to report that one aspect of the limitations
mentioned last year has received some attention and been
somewhat ameliorated. The large cataloging backlog that
Is located within the Cataloging Department has been loosely
alphabetized and a major effort has gone into reducing its
proportions. The quality of the cataloging has been a
problem, but access Is being Improved.

A limitation most apparent to many of our regular users
has been an Increase in listening equipment malfunctions
and extended delays for repairs. Tape decks and headphones
that have been In use for less than two years, but had not
been a problem last year, suddenly started failing at an
alarming rate. This was aggravated by an apparently unre-
sponsive attitude on the part of Media and Instructional
Services whom we employ to make the repairs. Hopefully,
the Library's requested electronics technician position
will eventually be funded and given some responsibilities
for maintaining our equipment.



4. FUTURE PLANS

There are three major areas that will require some planning
and attention in the coming year. First and foremost will
be developing plans to cope with our space problem, es-
pecially as it relates to collection growth. Alterations
such as weeding and storage will not be especially popular
with anyone, but they may be the only ones open to us at
present.

A second major activity will be keeping the GEAC inputting
going. The problematic part of this will be finding the
resources to hire students for the work. At this point,
we would forecast that regular staff can handle the load
of backing up the circulation and "inputting on the fly"
routines. However, if some additional effort is not made
to do the collection comprehensively, we could face "in-
putting on the fly" for a decade.

The third area requiring attention is the listening facil-
ity. It may be that other alternatives to expanding or
re-equipping the area can be found, such as expanding the
circulating collection or circulating cassette recorders
and phonographs. Another alternative that has some merit
would be developing a remote listening area in the study
room across the hail. This has been proposed before, but
a budget for such a project was not developed.



MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT

I

* Not included in total
** This count only stated October 1, 1981

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores & Books 2,884 39 45,856
Sheet Music 1,011 1 24,882

Teaching Materials
Collection

Classroom Collection
5

54
o
o

3, 975
1,201

Records 649 10 23,079

Tapes 970 O 1,380

Microforms
Pamphlet s
Grant Hill Collection

79
o

89

O
o
o

585
845

37,794

5,741 50 139,597

July 1, 1981 - June 30, 1982

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Building Use 1980-81 1981-82
C,
/0

Increase

Records/Tapes 35,094 33,504
Scores/Reserves/Reference 12,553 11,775

*(pop music) *( 3,186)

Home Use

Records/Tapes 14,861 13,146
Scores/Methods/Sheet Music 23,858 25,466

Informa1 (in-house) ** 11,479

TOTAL CIRCULATION 86,366 95,370 10.4%

INTERLIBRARY LOAN R = Requests R F R F
F = Filled 661 485 875 685 32. 4%

REFERENCE SERVICE

Directional 4,106

Assistance 7 , 085

TOTAL 8,819 11,181 26.8%
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SUMMARY

The overall performance of the Collection has been satisfactory
for the year as a whole. Although stresses and strains seem
to be unavoidable, yet we have managed to run the Collection
relatively smoothly.

Some of the important changes have been in the area of
personnel assignments to somewhat different work responsibili-
ties, and in that respect in the administrative structure of
the Collection. One important aspect of that change has been
the merging, in personnel assignments and supervision, of two
parts of the Collection, namely Chinese and Japanese sections,
into one East Asia section. This should result in more
efficient use of staff and student help. As this section now
comprises of two Librarians, one Library Assistant, and two
Student Assistants, it has been placed under the supervision
of one Librarian who will report to the Department Head.

The collection development activity has been going on at a
fast pace. Among the new subject areas receiving speciAl
attention is the religion in Japan, especially Buddhism. In
addition, a blanket approval plan has been set up with a
Boston book dealer for the acquisition of Arabic imprints
from North Africa.

On the other side of the coin is the continual build-up of
the processing backlog of Oriental Studies materials in the
Catalog Department, shelved in different locations in the
Library. It is hoped that when the new Near East Cataloger
starts working in September, we will see some decrease in the
rate of growth of processing backlog.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

An important change in the set-up of the Collection now being
implemented is the reorganization of the Collection personnel
resources and their reassignment in a more efficient, useful
and rational manner. The work assignments in the Chinese and
Japanese areas of the Collection have been split-up, quite
unnecessarily, for the last many years, with two Librarians,
one responsible for each section, and a Library Assistant,
working for both the sections and trying to please two
masters at the same time. The result of such a set-up was
somewhat inefficient use of available personnel. These two
area are being integrated into one East Asia section, which
will now comprise of two Librarians, one Library Assistant II,
and two student assistants. Mary McWhorter has agreed to
function as the supervisor for the section. Both John Liu and
Shizuko Radbill will report to her directly, and Shizuko will
be responsible for the supervision of student assistants. The
main benefit from this arrangement will be more efficient use
of all involved personnel.

Among the projects completed is the inclusion of Middle East
and South Asia serials in the Serials holdings file. Records
of the holdings are now included for Arabic, Persian, Urdu,
Hindi, Turkish and minor South Asian languages. Margaret Hoell
did and excellent job of completing this assignment. Shizuko
Radbill has now been assigned to work on the input of East
Asia materials, spending 4 hours a week in the Serials Department.

This year again, Margaret Hoell volunteered to devote a few
hours a week of her time to the processing of Middle East and
South Asia materials in the Catalog Department; She was very
successful in getting a good number of Turkish and South Asian
language materials processed.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

In addition to many major problems of a long term nature,
which I have recounted in my previous annual reports and
alluded to in personal remarks, one matter of some concern

is the rapidly developing shortage of space. The steady and
fast growth in all areas of the Collection has resulted in
almost full utilization of the expansion space provided
five years ago. Depending on the rate of growth in the next
few years, the present space will suffice for addition of
materials for a maximum of two to three years. Addition of

some shelving space to the Collection should be kept in mind

as a short term remedy. In terms of long term planning, it

might be necessary to move the Collection from its present
quarters to some added space in the Main Library.

The processing backlog still remains a problem of serious
nature. The arrival of Near East Cataloger in September,
coupled with some slow-down in acquistion because of some

unwelcome budget restrictions, might result in stemming the
growth. But the depletion of backlog materials still seems

many years away.



FUTURE PLANS

Many of the long term projects we had started long time ago
are still continuing. The inclusion of Chinese and Japanese
serials data in the Serials holdings file will take consider-
able time to complete. We have completed the reclassification
of a large number of Japanese reference materials from Harvard
Yenching classification to LC. But about 500 volumes still
remain to be processed. We will also try to do similar work
with the Chinese reference materials. The reorganization of
the Collection personnel should make it somewhat easier to
pay attention to this matter more closely. In addition, the
reclassification of Chinese and Japanese Harvard Yenching
current periodicals will remain our long term goal.

With the anticipated acquisitions budget reduction, we will
have to be much more selective in our book-buying and watch
our spending carefully.
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Summary

This was a year of transition for the Orientation Program since the guiding
force of Orientation at the U of A, Shelley Phipps, became Head of the
Science-Engineering Library and the new Assistant Orientation Librarian,
Peg Thwaits assumed her duties in administering the Library Skills Program.
Carla Long was hired as temporary Orientation Librarian to "maintain" the
non-Library Skills operations while a national search was conducted for the
permanent Orientation Librarian.

Despite the upheaval of these major changes, great strides were made in
various areas of the Library Skills Program and the Orientation Program.
Peg Thwaits and the Orientation Advisory Committee improved the Library
Skills slide-tape presentation and clarified the explanation of procedures
for students. Peg developed criteria for standardizing the grading of
search strategies. Peg and Becci Hunkins and Jenny Minter revised con-
siderable portions of text and revised all of the assignments for the
Library Skills workbook.

Peg and Carla worked to improve communication with the English Department
faculty and teaching assistants to gain more cooperation in dealing with
English 102, 103, 104, 105, and 308. Services to foreign students were
improved including better communication with the Center for English as a
Second Language.

Procedures for dealing with the huge demand for English 104 instruction
sessions were streamlined. Volunteers from Loan, Cataloging and the
Graduate Library School helped Orientation meet the demand. Even so,
alternatives should be found for dealing with this tremendous pressure
on staff time and energy.

In March, members of the Orientation Advisory Committee (Ruth Dickstein,
Steve Hopkins, Carla Long, Vicki Mills, Jenny Minter, Robert Mitchell,
Bruce Parsil, Peg Thwaits) attended the Conference on Library Instruction
at ASU and gave a presentation describing all aspects of the Library Skills
Program. Our contribution was so successful that the audience burst into
spontaneous applause at the end. About 20 Library Skills workbooks were
sold to interested librarians.

Without any active advertisement by the library, the demand for library
instruction continues to increase.



Major Strengths

The dedicated, creative people serving on the Orientation Advisory Committee

offer support, ideas and energy to both librarians overseeing the Orientation

Program and the Library Skills Program.

The English Department faculty give support to our efforts to meet their

needs and are always willing to negotiate changes in procedure or emphasis.

Since the English Department is the largest "consumer" of our services, it

is necessary to maintain open communication with its faculty.

Members of the library staff who are willing to instruct classes are the

mainstay of the Orientation and Library Skills Programs. There is no way

the library could meet the demands for instruction without the good will

of these volunteers, who are very generous and cheerful about lending

time and energy to Orientation.



Major Limitations

There is no policy and procedure manual for the Orientation Program.

The scattered, isolated offices of the Orientation Librarian and Assistant

Orientation Librarian make them difficult to find for students and faculty,

contributing to any frustrations students may feel about library assignments.
The physical and psychological isolation adds to the feeling that Orientation

Is outside the mainstream of library activities.

Lack of clerical support is another problem. Student typists cannot provide

continuity. A lot of librarian time is spent handling clerical tasks which

cannot be given to transitory student help.

Library Skills generates a tremendous amount of time-consuming paperwork.

The current system for correcting 41,000 assignments (4,000 students X

11 assignments each) is cumbersomeand expensive. Add to that the necessary

record-keeping on each student and the problems of dealing with delinquent

assignments, cases of plagiarism, and the complaints and excuses of irate

students, and you have a program that creates a lot of wear and tear on the

person administering it without offering much sense of "a job well done."

Peg Thwaits has done an excellent job of coping with the frustrations

inherent in administering the Library Skills Program. She has improved the

program in many ways and continues to experiment with ideas for streamlining

the grading and record-keeping systems. If Library Skills continues to grow,

it should evolve into a more manageable system. This will require patience,

stamina and creativity on the part of both Orientation Librarians.



Future Plans

Next year will also be transitional. Louise Greenfield will arrive in
August to become the permanent Orientation Librarian.

Several of the best library instructors are leaving: Margo Gutierrez,
Mirene Hazebrouck, John McGorray, Myra Russell, and Elvira Segura-Langton.
It remains to be seen whether their replacements will be as comfortable
and adept with instruction as these people are. It should be noted
that all of the library instructors who are particularly sensitive to the
needs of foreign students will be gone. Next year will present a challenge
as the new Orientation Librarian learns the strengths of existing staff
and tests the strengths and abilities of new staff.

A new slide-tape program and added improvements of the whole Library Skills
presentation will be ready for Fall, 1982.

Revision of the Library Skills workbook will continue, including plans to
add the text to the word processor. The feasibility of using computers to
grade LSP assignments is being investigated. Ways to control search strategy
topics are being negotiated with the English Department. Better ways to
introduce foreign students to Library Skills are being considered.

It will be necessary to experiment with alternative strategies for handling
the demand for English 104 instruction sessions.

Library instruction for international students should be improved through
CESL, English 105 and English 407.

The presentation and bibliography for English 308, Technical Writing, needs
restructuring.

Other priorities will be decided by Louise Greenfield.



Orientation Advisory Comittee members

1981-82

Mary Dale Paisson
Carla Long
Peg Thwaits
Becci Hunkins, Fall
Jenny Minter, Spring

Steve Hopkins
John McGorray
Vicki Mills
Robert Mitchell
Bruce Parsil
Elvira Segura-Langton
Bonnie Woollet

1982-83

Louise Greenfield
Peg Thwaits
LSP graduate assistant

Vicki Mills
Robert Mitchell
Bruce Parsil
Bonnie Woollet

+ 3 to be appointed
by Louise Greenfield



Statistics - 1981-82

Course-Related Bibi iographic Instruction

Number of sessions conducted 487

Number of students instructed 9,054

General Orientation Sessions for University Students, Faculty, Staff

Orientation Sessions for Community Groups and Public Schools

Number of students 331

Number of sessions 28

Number of graduate students 134

Number of sessions 18

Number of faculty 82

Number of sessions 12

Number of staff 98

Number of sessions 33

Library Skills Program

Number of students ompleting program 3,014

Number of sessions 128

Number of workbooks sold 3,909

Total of University Comunity

Number of people attending 12,700

Number of sessions 704

Number of people attending 568

Number of sessions 33

General Total of Instructional Activities

Number of people
Number of sessions

13,268
737



Department

Course Related Instructional Tours - 1981-82

Course Number and Title Number Number of Library
Attending Sessions Instructor

Agriculture 509, Info Sources for Mautner
Agricultural Scientist 23 2 ricGorray

Anthropology 442, Processing of
Museum Materials 11 1 Rice

Architecture 202, Intro to
Architectural Design 50 1 Dickstein

Art 435, Art & Visual
Perception 4 1 Barton

Biology 159, Human Physiology 38 2 McGorray

Center for English as a Second Language 667 40 Chang-2
Dickstein-1
Gutierrez-3
H a z e brou c k-6

Long-5
Mitchel l-1
Parsii-2
Phipps-i
Segura-
Langton-8

Swedenburg-6
Walling-i
Wool let-4

Chemistry 105, Fundamentals of McGorráy-1
Chemistry 73 3 Stewart-2

Ecology 104, Intro to Ecology 138 6 McGorry-2
Russel l-1

Stewart-3

Economics 553, Economic & Hawbaker
Business Forecasting 60 2 Mitchell

Educati on

Counseling & 795, Professional Practice
Guidance in Counseling & Guidance 10 1 Dicksteirì

Foundations of 603, Intro to Educational Dickstein-14

Education Research 467 16 Rice-2

465, Educational Program
Management 13 1 Rice

540, Issues in Educating
Mexican-Amer. Children 21 2 Segura-Langtc'



Course Related Instructional Tours, 1981-82 2

Department Course Number and Title Number Number of Library

Attending Sessions Instructor

Foundations of 620, Education and the Bower

Education Culturally Diverse 26 3 Dickstein
SeguraLangto,ì

698, Administration of
Bilingual Programs 25 1 Dickstein

Elementary Elementary Education

Education Block 25 1 Dickstein

325, Bilingual Dickstein

Elementary Education 35 2 Woollet

327, Teaching Social
Studies 27 I Steele

625, Developing Language
Arts Curriculum 56 3 Dickstein

695, Research in Early
Childhood Education 10 1 Dickstein

Higher 601, Higher Education

Education in the U.S. 20 1 Dickstein

621, Teaching in
Higher Education 15 1 Woollet

660, Community College 22 1 Dickstein

693, Instruction Internship 5 1 Swedenburg

Reading 680, Investigation in
Reading 15 1 Dickstein

686, Classroom Reading 6 1 Dickstein

Secondary
Education

225, Professional Dey.
of Prospective Teachers 16 1 Dickstein

329, Principles of Dickstein-1

Secondary Education 44 4 Rice-i
Swedenburg-2

338, Teaching Social
Studies 23 2 $wedenburg

417, Visual & Auditory
Swedenburg-l3

Aids in Teaching 462 15 Woollet-2



Course Related Instructional Tours, 1981-82 3

Special
Education 413, Sensory Impaired 16 1 Woollet

504, Learning Disabilities 20 I Dickstein

508, Teaching the
Sensory Impaired 8 1 Woollet

695, Doctoral Colloquium 15 2 Dickstein

Engineering 101, Chemical Engineering 15 1 Russell

101, Electrical Engineering 373 16 Jones-2
Ma utner- 2

McGorray-9
Russell-i
Stewart-2

101, Nuclear Engineering 75 3 McGorray

English

171, Soil & Water
Engineering 29 1 McGorray

101, English Composition 21 1 Parsil

104, Freshman Composition 1,678 98 Bartori-8

Díckstein-1
Ey- 2

Gramer-3
Guti errez-3

Hazebrouck-li
House-4
Lederer- 2

Long-13
Mc Kay- 5

McKee-2
laxwel 1-2

Mills-4
Mitchel l-4

Mullin-2
Olsrud-l0

Opengart-i
Parsil-lO
Rice-3
Segura-

Langton-6
Thwai ts-2

Department Course Number and Title Number Number of Library
Attending Sessions Instructor



Course Related Instructional Tours, 1981-82 4

Department Course Number and Title Number Number of Library

Attending Sessions Instructor

English 105, Eng. Composition
for Foreign Students 189 30 Barton-i

Dickstei n-i

Guti errez-2
Hazebrouck-3
Jones-i
1-lunki ns-1

Long-4
McGorray- 8

Mills-i
Mitchell-i
Segura-
Langton-4

Steele-i
Thwaits-1

Business Writing 422 23 Hawbaker-13
Hazebrouck-2
Long-2
Mitcheli-5

Technical Writing 408 15 Jones-4
McGor ray-lO

Stewart-i

Business Report Hawbaker-5

Writing 42 6 Mitchell-i

Advanced Technical Dickstein

Writing 19 2 Jones

407, Adv. Comp. for
Grad Foreign Students 77 4 McGorray-3

Segura-
Langton-1

596, Methods & Materials
of Literary Research 32 3 Oisrud

Teaching assistants & Hawbaker-2

graduate students 13 4 McGorray-1
Oisrud-i

Pima College English classes 164 9 HazebrOuCkl
Hintzmafl-1

Long-4
Olsrud-2
Parsil-i



Course Related Instructional Tours, 1981-82 5

Department Course Number and Title Number Number of Library
Attending Sessions Instructor

Finance 909, Graduate Seminar 21 3 Hawbaker
Mitchell
Stewart

Geography 103, Physical Geography 25 2 Steele

381, Cartography 13 1 Steele

Health Education 178, Intro, to Health Ed. 17 1 Swedenburg

440, Survey of Health Lit. 12 1 Rice

History 333, Genius of Jefferson 25 1 Rice

496, Historiography 77 8 Rice

Home Economics 301, Competency Based
Home Economics 12 1 Swedenbxirg

454, Recent Dey, in
the Textiles Field 64 2 Russell

.4.

465, Textiles 39 1 Russell

610, Investigations &
Studies in Home Economics 'B i Dickstein

Journalism 205, Reporting the News 103 7 Hintzman-2
Long-1
McKay-4

Library Science Graduate Students 20 1 Phipps

503, Collection Development 112 6 Bower-4
Hawbaker- i

Wool let-1

504, Foundations of
Library & Info Science 42 2 Jones

505, Basic Reference 120 6 Barton-i
Dickstein-2
Gonzalez-

Boeppi e-i

Kellogg-i
Olsrud-1

511, Info Storage &
Retrieval 23 1 Dickstein



Course Related Instructional Tours, 1981-82 6

De pa rtmen t Course Number and Title Number Number of Library
Attending Sessions Instructor

Library Science 520, Technical Services 11 3 Pitcher
Steele
Wool let

525, Management of Cottreil-i

Audio-Visual Materials 43 4 Nuls-2
Woollet-1

540, Academic Librarianship lO i Oisrud

570, Info Sources in
the Sciences 14 1 Stewart

571, Info Sources in
Humanities 17 1 Hawbaker

573, Government Publications 46 3 Bower
Mitchell
Mau tne r

Metallurgy 535, Advanced Microstructures 4 1 McGorray

Military
Aerospace
Studies 300, Leadership & Management 37 2 Long

Music 107, Survey of Music I 350 4 King-1

Smi th-3

108, Survey of Music II 70 1 Smith

130, Intro to Music Lit. 130 1 Smith

185, Harp 9 1 King

321, Jazz Improvisation 23 1 Smith

330, Hist. of Western Music 40 1 Smith

360, Music for the Eiern.

Teacher 45 1 King

431, history of Opera 23 1 King

434, Hist. & Lit, of Guitar 28 4 Smith

672 33 1 Smith

685, Percussion masterclass 20 1 Smith

Oriental
Studies

398, Modern Islamic
History 6 1 Dickstein



Course Related Instructional Tours, 1981-82 7

Department Course Number and Title Number Number of Library
Attending Sessions Instructor

Physical Ed. 370, Kinesiology 61 3 McGorray

Phys I Cs 504, Intro to Quantum
Optics 9 1 Stewart

Plant Sciences 362, Tropical 8 Subtrop.
Horticulture 11 1 McG or ray

Political Science 297, Model UN Workshop 16 1 Bower

407, Legislative Process 22 1 Bower

447, Latin Am Political Dey. 20 1 Segura-Langtor'

457, Inter-Amer. Relations 20 2 Bower

SeguraLangtor

480, Intro to Public Policy 35 1 Bower

596, Research in Pub, Policy 10 1 Bower

Psychology 255, Intro to Experimental
Psychology 17 1 Rice

Public
Administration

340, Correctional Process
& its Administration 98 3

Hawbaker-2
Mitchell-i

346, Alternatives to
Incarceration 18 1 Hawbaker

445, Human Relations
Skills & Administration 37 2 Hawbaker

Rehabilitation 480, Problems of Drug Abuse 25 1 Dicksteiri

499, Independent Study 10 2 Dickstein
Hieb

Sociology 301, Sociological Analysis 18 1 Mitchell

311, Social Change 19 1 Rice

375, Social Research Methods 38 2 Bower

404, Sociology of the SW 37 2 R i ce

406, Social Gerontology 40 2 Di ckstei n

486, Comparative Comunity
Development 7 1 Rice



-

Course Related Instructional Tours, 1981-82 8

Department Course Number and Title Number Number of Library

Attending Sessions Instructor

Speech Communication

102, Principles of Speech 679 32 Hazebrouck-9
Long-3
Ois rud-5

Parsil-l5

110, Public Speaking 23 1 Hazebrouck

136, Oral Interpretation
of Literature 20 1 Long

Speech

& Hearing 450, Structure &
Function of Language lO 1 Rice

451, Acquisition of
Speech and Language 10 1 Long

Women's Studies 100, Intro to Women's
Studies 25 1 Gutierrez .'

117, Women in Science
& Engineering 15 1 Dickstein
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SUMMARY

The Science-Engineering Library has had an extraordinary
year of many accomplishments. Total reference questions in-
creased by 14%, 9% in Reference and 44% in CPMR and CARS
searching also increased by 9% over last year. Réshelving
and reference statistics indicate heavy use of the Current
Periodicals area and a record 290 new titles were added to
that most important collection. Total microform holdings
are fast approaching one million and the number of volumes
added to the stack collection rose 25% over last year's
additions indicating a need for increased processing and
maintenance.

Many special projects were undertaken this year also:
expansion of the subject catalog; investigation of better ways
to acquire materials; training of temporary staff; development
of better cooperation with Technical Services counterparts.
A project to investigate use of on-line data bases at the
reference desk took place, and time was spent working on the
Arid Lands collection development project. A monthly news-
letter to faculty, SEL NEWS, was initiated, and SEL "in-
process" time for monographs and current periodicals was re-
duced signïficantly. A "Current Contents" reading carrel was
established in CPMR to encourage use of these valuable publi-
cations, and the New Book area was spruced up. CPMR gained a
new and more efficient office and the Staff Room was redecorated.

All of the above was accompliáhed in addition to the undertaking
of a major planning study that has involved investïgations,
surveys, interviews and analyses of present operations, user
needs, utilization of space and environmental concerns in
higher education, scientific research and academic libraries.
The formal planning study, to be completed in August, will
give us direction for better serving our clientele, who have
very special library needs and demands.

PERSONNEL
Major changes in the area of personnel included:

A new Head Science-Engineering Librarian whose position
is largely administrative, was hired. This is a recognition of
the need for more attention to overall management of the many
services, processing functions and staff responsibilities within
the SEL.

A Library Assistant II position in reference was converted
to that of a professional librarian. The process for gaining
administrative approval caused much consternation, but the
conversion was needed.

In addition to the converted position, resignation of a
librarian in the Spring initiated a national search and two
qualified, experienced academic science librarians have been
hired.



The illness and subsequent disability of the SEL

Secretary was cause for concern and temporary short staffing.

A talented and hard-working replacement has saved the day in

SEL--almoSt every day.

Everyone has made an extra effort this year to increase

the maximum level of service and to adapt with ease to

changing job responsibilities. In addition to usual duties

all have volunteered to assist in the Planning Study. This

contribution is most valuable and has resulted in learning

more about our library and developing a sense of teamwork.

The inability to appropriately reclassify career staff

positions and adequately recognize the importance of the work

of these people remains a frustration at year's end.

COLLECTIONS
collections continue to grow, grow, grow. (see statistics)

Diverse formats present ever-increasing problems and we must

begin to keep abreast of rapid developments in the field of

electronic storage and transfer of information.

SERVICES
Emphasis this year has been on continuing quality reference

service, increasing user awareness and use of computer search

services and assessing the particular needs of faculty and

students for future planning. Discussions have begun regarding

the organization of a fee-based information service for non-

campus clientele.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

FACULTY AND STAFF
The literature of science is wide-ranging and diverse and

the information needs of researchers and students alike are
complex. The combined experience, dedication and knowledge of
the scientific literature possessed by the Science-Engineering
Library faculty and staff are it's special strength.

In addition, the special needs of our users are served by
the dedication and productivity of our career staff whose
diligence in processing and organizing materials and catalogs
in our Current Periodicals and Microforms Room and Reference
area is exemplary. It is clear the entire staff of the Science-
Engineering Library are aware of the unique mission of a
science library and are doing all within their capability to
prövide appropriate service, access and collections.

Conversion of a career staff position this year to that of
a professional and the hiring of two experienced academic
science librarians will greatly strengthen our ability to
respond to the increasing demand for reference service,
computer searches arid instruction. In spite of additional
responsibilities, changes in job assignments, and n increase
in materials to process, career staff have been extremely
productive.

PLANN ING
The opportunity this year to participate in a planning study

that has involved the entire staff in examining all aspects of
the Science-Engineering Library and will increase the sense of
teamwork arid give al]. staff a better perspective of our mission,
our present situation and our future challenges.

COLLECTIONS
Collections have grown at an expanded rate this year with

specific emphasis on strengthening our seriàl, periodical
and report literature. 290 new periodical titles were
added to our Current Periodicals and Microforms Room with
selection emphasis placed on those titles most heavily cited
according to Science Citation Index.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
The Library Administration's cominittznent to support change,

growth and a formal planning effort in the Science-Engineering
Library has been an important factor this year. Building re-
novations that better organize service and staff offices, a
recognition of the need for maintaining strong collections in
the current literature of science and the establishing of a
planning process that assesses user needs, involves the open
sharing of all relevant information and is committed to
improvement of existing services,contributes to the overall
high quality of service in the Science-Engineering Library.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The Science-Engineering Library is both a branch and a
Library. As a branch we have a small staff well-trained in
their specialty, but as a library we have a multiplicity of
responsibilities for diverse operations and services. Libra-
ians must 'keep up' with many rapidly changing disciplines
and changes in 'access technology', assist in the collection
development process, advise on organization of files and
processing and adapt almost instantaneously to the very
different needs of specialized researchers and undergraduate
science students. A reference staff of 6.5 FTE, career staff
of 6 and a Head, serve a constituency of 44% of campus faculty.
Staffing of a reference desk for 82 hours a week requires
103 hours of staff time (to accomiiiodate for double staffing
at peak times). This means reference staff must spend an
average of 15.8 hours per week 'on the front lines.'

Cominittment of a half time librarian to the CARS Coordinator
position, the upheaval over conversion of a staff to a pro-
fessional position and the concominitant lowering of staff
morale have each had different but noticeable impact on a
sense of staff cohesiveness and organized service support
this year. It is hoped that the planning effort that involves
all staff in examining our problems and accomplishments and
changes in responsibility for CARS Coordination can move us
towards a greater sense of cohesiveness and concentration on
Science-Engineering Library services.

Reliance on student assistant staffing for public information
desks and maintenance of our catalog is a serious limitation
when funding in that area is decreasing. Extra funding this
year kept us going quite well. Next year will be a difficult
one.

Good communication with the faculty researchers in the sciences
is most important to our success in serving their needs. More
stress needs to be placed in the coming years on regularly in-
forming faculty and graduate students of new acquisitions,
expanded services, and changes in 'access technology.' The
initiation of a monthly publication, the SEL NEWS, expanded uses
of the Geac System for creation of new acquisitions lists, and
greater librarian liason responsibility should help in this

area.

Lastly, there is a growing problem in the area of publication

format. It is increasingly more difficult to process, link and

provide acceSs to serial publications thätare partially in
print and partially in microform. Ours is not a unique problem,
but owing to our housing of selected government documents, agency
and society technical reports and a massive number of serials,
the complexity of the decision-making process and the processing
time poses a continuing problem. No quick solution is available
each "case" must be dealt with as it surfaces.



FUTURE PLANS

Specific plans for the future await the completion of
the Planning Study in September. It is clear that some
reorganization of office space is warranted; services and
access designed to meet the specific current needs of
campus researchers ought to be emphasized; planning for
more effective use of computer technology ought to be stressed;
and a strengthening of collections in certain 'high-growth'
research areas ought to be undertaken.

Next year's immediate plans are o welcome and integrate
two new librarians and to continue to develop the strong
sense of teamwork and cooperation that exists among the staff.

A particular effort will be made to devise ways to better
communicate with and respond to the needs of those engaged in
scientific research on campus. An investigation into the
feasibility of organizing fee-based services for off campus
users is also on the agenda.

If we are to strive to achieve needed improvements during
these times of retrenchment, the dedication, cornmittment and
high standards of service of the staff will be the basis for
that achievement. Emphasis on staff development, training
and participation will be most vital.



APPENDIX - SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY STATISTICS 1981-1982

Books and Bound Periodicals

Volumes Added

Fiities
Periodica1 Titles

L in CPMi

% CHANE

6.8%

18.0%

15.7%

16.2%
17.8%
35.0
10.4%I
54.0%J

-

9.3%

13.0%

25.6%

-2. 3

63.8%

2After withdrawals and transfer out

2Corrected final 80/Bl figures: based on count of title file in CPMR.

[J Bracketed items are sub-categories of materials

16,672 20, 9i

8,063 7,877

177 290

COLLECTION STATISTICS 1980/1981 1981/1982

A. COLLECTION SIZE

Books and Bound Periodicals

Volumes 304,8211 325,7761

fities 131,929 139,806
IPeriodjcal Titles

L in ct 3,6242 3,914

Total Microforms 723,1532 836,707

Microcards 86,000 86,000
Microfilm 4,843 5,627
Microfiche (CPMR) 632,310 745,080

ataloged 29,563 39,907
IDOE 398,403 439,936
INTIS 105,747 162,860
ACA 14,500 14,500,
PO unreported to be reported

Documents 26,841 29,357

Miscellaneous , 718 1,718
?azn Fire: no longer counted

TOTAL COLLECTION (ITEMS) 1,056,533 1,193,558

B. COLLECTION GROWTH



1980/1981

B. COLLECTION GROWTH (Continued)

Total MicroforTris Added 99,889
Microcards -
Microfilm 525
Microfiche (CPMR) 99,364

ataloged 8,165
¡DOE 37,152
INTIs 47,653
1NASA 6,394
LGPO unreported

(From CPMR-for Photocopying)

Periodicals Oct. 81-June 82
In-Room-Use (Reshelve) -- 55,815

IProiectea yearly estimate 74,4201
Lbased on 9 mo. use

C. Reference
In-Room-Use (Reshe ive)

IProlected yearly estimate
L based on 9 mo. use

Oct. 81-June 82
31,908

42,54

D. Documents
Reshelved (in-room-use and Dec. 81-June 82
circulation) 791 -

Çrojected yearly estimate -,
Lbased on 7 mo. use 1,35!j

1981/1982 % CHAN(E

107,094 7.2%

-
784 493%

106,310 7.0%
10,344 26.«
32,533 -12.4%
57,113 19.8%
3,780 -40.9%
2,540 -
2,516 31.7%

(5) -98.4%

130,560 10.0%

7,7%8,737
4,Oi 9.2%

15 200.0%
4,623 6.2%
2,031 -30.7%
1,274 300.6%

868 102.3%
450 -33.0%

4,911 10.7%

Documents Added 1,910

Withdrawals and
Transfers Out (328)

NET GROWTH (ITEMS) 118,143

USE STATISTICS

A. MicrofOrmS Use (in-room
and circulated) 8,110
Filin 3,753
Cards 5
Fiche 4,352

AEC/ERDA/DOE 2,933
NASA 318
NTIS 429
Other 672

B. Periodicals Circulation 4,433



SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

JOURNALS ADDED, 1 JULY 1981 - 30 JUNE 1982

*The nwnbers in parentheses represent the total number of journals
acquired in each class in the preceding six years, July 1975 through
June 1981.

Total journals added for 12 months. 1981/82 - 290. Average for six
previous years, 1975 - 1981 - 143.

R. ?dautner
7 July 1982

LC CLASS. NO. OF TITLES LC CLASS NO. OF TITI
GB 4 *(]) S 19 *(35)
GC 3 (2) SB 12 (28)

SD 3
C 8)

S' 14 (30)
Q 15 (30) SN 4 (6)QA
QB

19
1

(75)

(5)
SK 3 ( 2)

QC 14 (59)
QD 20 (58) T 6 (15)QE 17 (41) TA 15 (39)QN 12 (57) TC 4 (8)
QK 1 (37) TD 10 (14)
QL
QM

10
1

(45)
(1)

TE
TF

--
--

(1)
(--)QP 9 (20) T( -- (--)QR 4 (11) TN 1 (5)

TJ 14 (22)
TK 9 (33)R 2 (11) TL 7 (6)RA 7 (24) TN 4 (19)

RB 1 (4) TP 6 (16)RC 4 (24) TR 1. (3)
R? -- (5) TS 4 (8)

-- (1) TT 1 (4)RJ
RK

--
--

(6)
(1) TX 4 (6)

RL --
RM 3 {12)
RS
RT-RZ

--
--

(3)
(--)

U -- (5)

V 2 (4)



SERVICES 1980/1981 1981/1982 %CHAGE

A. Reference

Reference Questions

Reference Desk
CPMR Desk

Directional Questions

Reference Desk
CPMR Desk

rReference Room Total

LCPMR Total

TOTAL QUESTIONS

Computer Searches by
Science-Engineering
Library Staff

Course-Related Library
Instruction by Science-
Engineering Library Staff

Number of Courses
Number of Sessions
Number Attending

*Note: in 80/81 several hundred Biology 105 students attended
numerous sessions in SEL. That course is no longer taught.

D. Other University-Related
Library Instruction by
SEL Staff

Number of Sessions
Number Attending

E. InterLibrary Loan Reguests
Processed by SEL Staff

Sent to ILL
Found in SEL

3Corrected figure-recalculatód from daily 80/81 statistics.
"80/8l reported as verifisd

30,23l 34,594 14.4%

25,458 7,723 9.0%
4,773 6,871 44.0%

19,196 18;392 -4.2%

12,016 12,101 .7%
7,180 6,291 -12.4%

37,474 39,824 6. 3]

11,953 13,162 10.0%

49,427 52,986 7.2%

361 395 9.0%

15 23 53.3%
64 65 1.6%

1,478* 1,405* -5.0%

5 21 320%
112 198 76.8%

628g 971 54.6%

910
61
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s urnary

The 1981/1982 fiscal year was characterized by increased patron
usage, several outstanding acquisitions, completion of the Special
Collections Collection Development Policy, staff changes affecting the
positions of Special Collections Librarian,and Library Assistants I and II,
and rearrangements of furniture and shelving. An attempted theft of
materials friì the Science Fiction Collection led to a review of security
by the Crime Reduction Unit and several modifications of facilities and
procedures. Change of Saturday hours from 9-12 to 12-4 received
excellent patron response.

Departmental statistics show a continued increase in patron use,
especially undergraduate use of current Arizona materials. Archival

materials processed in anticipation of research associated with the
forthcoming University Centennial have been used throughout the year.

The outstanding acquisitions of this fiscal year were a number of
17-18th century manuscripts relating to early Jesuit missions in the
Pirnera Alta, most notably a manuscript account of Father Kino's entrada
into southern Arizona in 1699. The Constitution and Schedule of the
Provisional Government of the Territory of Arizona (Tucson, 1860)--
Arizona Imprint #1--was the most significant printed addition to the
Arizona Collection while Kepler's Epitome Astronaninae Copernicanae...
(3 vols. 1, 1618-1622) was the most important rare book purchase. Particular
emphasis was given to adding first editions to our nationally significant
collection of Restoration Drama. Graduate students in art history and
library science made use of our fine print collections to which
A Descriptive Bibliography of the Books Printed at the Ashendene Press,
1895-1935 (bound by Michael WTlcox) was the most significant addition.
An archive of Charles Reznikoff materials was added to our holdings in
modern creative writing. The Friends of the University Library presented
two books in honor of retiring President John P. Schaefer: Huygen's
Systema Saturnium (1659) and a limited edition copy of Fred Kabotie's
Mimbres Designs. Finally, a memorial bookcase containing the writings
and working library of Joseph Wood Krutch was added to the Special
Collections Reading Room.

The processing of a number of significant manuscript collections
was completed during the year. Included were the Papers of Walt Coburn
(Franklin), Papers of the Office of the President of the University of
Arizona (various presidents; Ball) and the Charles Reznikoff Collection
(Colby). Several hundred items were processed into the General Pamphlet
Collection (Robrock). With additional student project funds, extensive
rearranging and compacting of oversize shelving (books and manuscripts)
made possible the addition of over 100 shelves (over 300 linear feet)
contributing significantly to the space available for processed manuscripts
and the growth of the oversize book collections in Special Collections.
Phyllis Ball's "Scrapbook" series in Que Pasa and several exhibits--
Navajo Weaving: The Books (Hieb), American Book Designers/Blue Moon Press
(intern Fowler/Hieb), Best Western Books (Hieb), The Cowboy (Hieb) and
In Honor of John P. Schaefer (Hieb/Robrock)--have contributed to the
public knowledge and use of Special Collections.



Major Strengths

Special Collections has three major strengths--collections, staff
and an active concern for conservation--which contribute to a fourth
--service.

Generous budgets for several years and the support of the library
staff, especially in technical services, have contributed to the
continuing development of Special Collections holdings. The Arizona
Collection is the most comprehensive collection of printed materials
dealing with Arizona and the Southwest. Special Collections holdings
in the history of science (especially 'landmark" books), Restoration
Drama and modern poetry are rapidly becoming major research collections
in areas with major curriculum emphases on the University of Arizona
campus.- As noted above, Hieb and Paisson completed the Special Collections
Collection Development Policy. Various faculty in the Departments of
History and English have taken the time to annotate catalogues in areas
of collection strengths/research interests. Jake Watts and David Robrock
assisted with book selection (Mexican history, Western history, respectively).
Mary Black (literature), Clint Colby (modern creative writing, fine
printing) and B. L. Fontana (Arizona and the Southwest) all contributed
to the selection of books and manuscripts.

The Special Collections staff--individually--represent a broad
range of library expertise. Working together in teams, they proved
to be effective in dealing with R&R projects, shifting, planning
(equipment needs and use of space) and in processing manuscripts and
photographs. Particular note should be made, again, of Lynn Cresson's
responsive and responsible dealing with a wide range of cataloging problems
and patron requests and or her supervision of student assistants. Our
student wages were doubled during the spring and several major projects
were completed: nearly half of the oversize shelving was compacted,
the science fiction collection was inventoried, all LC backlogs were
relocated, a ten years' accumulation of general pamphlets was sorted, etc.
Annie Wade and Dorothy Howell did outstanding jobs with serials,
bindery preparation and supplies and developed a more effective working
relationship with the Serials Department.

During the 1981/82 fiscal year, UV filters were installed in the
Stack area, tables were exchanged between Maps and Special Collections,
several photographic collections were processed for conservation, and
numerous relocations of oversize materials were made--all to help conserve
materials located in Special Collections.



Major Limitations

While the "major limitation" of previous years--the Arizona backlog
--continues to represent a major public and technical service "problem",
the appointment of a new Specïal Collections cataloger (Kacena) gives

hope that its magnitude will be reduced during the corning year.

The 1981/82 fiscal year introduced a new concern: security. As noted

above, the Crime Reduction Unit and Special Collections staff have
reviewed the security needs of the department. Some modifications of
facilities and procedures have been made and others will be made during

the next fiscal year.

Another area of increasing concern involves the acquisition of state

documents. While the State of Arizona now has an official depository--
the State Library--all other libraries must depend on check lists,

mailing lists and personal contacts to build their collections. Many

state agencies are discontinuing mailing lists and are charging "cost
recovery fees" in response to tighter budgets. Because of their close
proximity and comon interests, the State Library and the ASU Library
contribute to a joint KWOK index to state documents. While providing

quick subject access to state documents, the KWOK project has the negative

consequence that the participating libraries make no contribution to the

OCLC data base for Arizona materials. The acquisition of county and

municipal documents is even more difficult because, while sorne depositories

of local documents have been established (e.g., Tucson), an adequate system

of check lists does not exist. Since many state and local documents are
serial items, acquisitions from the check lists has been assigned to the

Library Assistant I in Special Collections (with assistance from Ball, Hieb,

Acquisitions staff). However, ït is becoming increasingly apparent that

the time required, the continuity required--especially with personal

contacts, and the level of knowledge of the structure of state, county

and municipal governments, much of this responsibility (especially for

non-serial items) must be shifted fully to the professional staff in

Special Collections. While Special Collections has sought to be
"comprehensive" in the collection of these documents, it is obvious

that we have not been. A much clearer statement of our collecting interests

must be established (ASU has two full-time acquisitions/reference staff

in this area) and continued support must be given to fully cataloging

these materials. Finally, I have asked David Robrock and Phyllis Ball

to bring the various original formulations and "secondary elaborations"

of the Arizona Classification scheme into one coherent and consistent

document during the next several months. With the appointment of
Carolyn Kacena as Special Collections Cataloger I will ask her to join

this team. It is the state and local documents portions (T, L) of the

Arizona Classification whose "expandability" must be rationalized.



Future Plans

Collection Development. Special Collections will continue to
define its areas of interest and plan for their development in response
to the research interests of the University and the State of Arizona.
A Collection Development Policy has been completed and is ready for
consideration by Librarians' Council. A more practical and comprehensive
plan for the acquisitions of state and local documents will be
established.

Accessibility. With the appointment of a new Arizona cataloger
and the in-house processing of various pamphlets collections a major
public service need will be met. Special Collections will continue
to develop tools (special files, inventories) to increase points of
access to materials already located here. At the same time, all new
materials added to our collections on OCLC will also be included in
the GEAC data base. Full cataloging of state and local documents
will provide long-term multiple access to these materials and contribute
to the cooperative cataloging of library materials.

Conservation. The University of Arizona Library has the only
adequate temperature/humidity/lighting controlled stack area in any
major educational or research facility in the state. Special Collections

staff will continue to identify books which require repair or restoration
and have the necessary work accomplished. Reversable conservation
techniques will be used on maps and photographs. Several major
microfilming projects are under consideration to reduce the bulk and
deteriorating condition of several large but low research potential

manuscript collections.

Promotion. The staff of Special Collections will continue to
promote the knowledge and use of Special Collections through lectures,

exhibits, publications and communication with the faculty, especially

in English, History and Anthropology. In various ways, Special Collections
cooperates/communicates with the Arizona State Museum Library, Arizona
Heritage Center Library, and the Special Collections Departments of
ASU and NAU in enhancing the use and development of our research
collections. We expect Special Collections to play a central role in
the research and curriculum of the Southwest Studies Program.
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1. SUMMARY

The most exciting ectivity during the ftscI year ws the
cooperative effort with Tucson Public Library to explore the
possibti Ity of e shared on-i ¡ne catalog, clrculeflon, end

Inventory control system. The Implementetlon of the second

edition of the .n1AinrJefl 1In.g E.u1 (AACR2) end the

expansion of the GEAC circulation system had the greatest Impact

on the Division. In addition to these, the policy change to
collect theses and dissertations in microfiche format affected
mainly -the Acquisitions end the Catalog Departments, but will
certainly have an impact on the Public Services Departments.

A preliminary study for a joint online catalog, circulation, and
Inventory control system was undertaken during the year by the
University of Arizona Library and the Tucson Public Library. The

investigation examined not only the sharing of resources for
software and hardware but also the sharing of bibliographic
records and providing services. The possibility of providing
bibliographic information from the two major libraries to the
community is exciting. A technical committee was created and a
"Request for Information" was prepared and sent to vendors to
obtain broad cost and time estimates based on a set of brief

requirements. Vendors and users were contacted end an
evaluation was performed. A recommendation was made to the
management group that en in-depth proposal be prepared withIn 12-

18 months. The technical committee then prepared a survey and
distributed it to the staff of both library systems to determine
basic Information about online catalogs. The results of this
survey are now being tabulated and shall be completed by July 31,

1982.

Although the changes in AACR2, took effect January 2, 1981, the

full impact of those changes were not known until well into this

fiscal year when they began to be Implemented. The changes have
the greatest Impact on the form and choice of name, but also
affect descriptive cataloging. In addition to the cataloging
process, the changes have had great Impact on both card and

automated files. Fortunately, the Legislature allocated an
increase In the staff end a"MalntenaflCe Team" was hired during
September/October to handle the AACR2 changes. Approximately

1200 new names a month are handled by thIs Team. Establishing

this Team Involved reorganizing workflow, creating space, and

moving part of the backlog to storage areas.

The contract for the GEAC circulation system was signed-off
during the year, with the vendor meeting the specifications for

the system es set forth In the contract. A new version of the
GEAC system was Installed, and the system was expanded within the



Technical end PubHc Services Departments. The Serlels
Department 1-ook over the Input of serial records to GEAC. All

departments w!thln the librery now have GEAC terminals. The

terminals are used for public query, data conversion, and

circulatIOn. The training of staff for all departments was done

by the Catalog and the Loan Departments. A major aree of concern

is the implementation of procedures and policies since GEAC Is

now available systemwide. Wayne Mullin, Head of the Loan
Department, has been Instrumental In preparing procedural issues

for review. In addition to the expansion of the system within the

library, a joint venture was undertaken to transfer encumbrance

Information from the GEAC system to the University Business

Oft ¡ce. This was successfully completed before the end of the

fiscal year.

Another change that took place during the year was the decision

to retain microfiche format for all University of Arizona theses

and dissertations. The Acquisitions Department established al I

of the procedures for the vendor, and the Catalog Department

made the necessary changes for the material to be entered into

the cataloging system and the link to the circulation system.

Changes that will occur internally have been identified end will

be reviewed when the actual processing begins.

The University and the Legislature continued to provide support

for the materials budget, and the Acquisitions Department

continued to process the material In a timely manner. A Title

li-C grant for the purchase of arid lands materials continued

during the year and at present the materials budget from that

grant has been expended. Time is now being devoted toward the

preparation of the .GJLLte .tQ Arid E.eicence hlater lais.

The Assistant Librarian for Technical Services has now been with

the library system for one and e half years. A great deal of

time during the past year was spent becoming more familiar with

the different operations within the departments. An intense

concentration was done with the Copy Cataloging Section within

the Catalog Department, the Typing Section within the Serials

Department, and general catalog maintenance activities. The

numerous procedures of such a large division ere becoming

familiar.

A great deal of time was spent on the hiring of career staff and

recruiting for professional staff. The Maintenance Team within

the Catalog Department was the largest single group to be hired

and all procedures and job descriptions were created. Sylvia

Geiger became Head of the Maintenance Team end continued as the

Assistant Head of the Catalog Department. Geiger and Carolyn

Kacena, Head of the Catalog Department, prepared the detailed

Job descriptions for this new section. The activities of that



Team will be reviewed beginning next July to determine if it Is

functioning In the most efficient way and to examine the
relationship between the Maintenance Team and other work areas.
Many professional positions were filled during the year. LeAnn

Weller was hired as the Science Cataloger and started work in

July. Brian Schottleender was hired as the Literature Cataloger;
Jane Waldron was hired to replace the Arid Lands Cataloger and
will continue in this position until the end of the grant; Minoo
Ajami was hired as a temporary Near Eastern Cataloger; and Renee
House was hired as a temporary Media Cataloger. Nancy Palmer was

hired as the Science Acquisitions Librarian. Thomas Marshall
will Join the staff next July as the Latin American Cataloger,
Dona Straley will Join the staff in September as the full time
Near Eastern Cataloger. Sylvia Geiger will take over as the
Acting Head of the Catalog Department in July while recruiting
takes piace for a new Head of the Catalog Department. Recruiting

is also underway for e Special Collections Cataloger and e

Serials Cataloger.



2. STRENGTHS

The strengths fall Into several categories: flexibility and the
initiative of the staff, the support from the University
Administration, and the support ¡n automated services. The staff

was cal led upon continual ly to adapt to changes ¡n procedures,
space, and to deal with some serious response time problems
experienced from our bibliographic utility.

The department heads continue to provide the guidance necessary
to make each department function well. Wayne Mullin, Heed of the
Loan Department, returned to his position full time in the middle
of September, after spending several months as the Acting Head of

the Science-Engineering Library.

There were many changes in personnel, and the Catalog Department

had a high turnover in the professional staff. With each
opening, the work Is backlogged and time Is spent on recruiting,

hiring and training. Staff participated In each of these

activities and an active effort took place to include the
department heeds within the Technical Services Division as part

of the interview process for professional librarians.

The University Administration and the State Legislature continued
to support the activities of a major research library, especially
through the funding for materials. Although a decrease in the
actual purchasing power for materials is expected for next year,
the library has been able to continue its support of the
University curriculum end research.

A final strength ¡s the support of automated services, especially
the cooperative national utilities and networks for bibliographic

control. Although the i ibrary experienced serious downtime from

our bibi iographic util ity during this year, the amount of
processing is far greeter with the utility than without.
Although the greatest benefits come from the cooperative
activities, each year the vendor market becomes increasingly
active In automated systems. lt will be interesting to watch the
developments, especially ¡n the use of microcomputers to assist

In technical processing activities.



3. MAJOR WEAKNESSES

A major weakness is the lack of staff to accomplish processing
what is current or to expand to areas that are being totally
neglected. The backlog in the Catalog Department continued to

grow this year although the effect of the Maintenance Team is now
being felt. Even though it is anticipated that next year the
amount of materials purchased will be less than the current year,

lt is thought that only minor increases will be made on the
backlog. This will be due to the additional new projects in
which the library will participate, such as the cooperative
microfilm catalog project. There are other major projects such
as preservation that are being Ignored because of the lack of
staff and funding to become heavily involved in such activities.
Many of these areas have been identif led within the individual
department reports.

A major concern is the amount of time the Assistant Librarian
spends in recruiting and hiring for new professional positions.

The end result is well worth the time spent if it is possible to
recruit high-quality staff. In fact, it may be the most
important activity performed. There are, however, many major
projects that need to be dealt with from the administration, and
these will become obvious as the library proceeds towards the
selection and implementation of an online catalog.

Space continues to be a problem. Both the Acquisitions
Department and the Bindery/Preparations Section lost space this

year in order to accommodate the space requirements of the
Maintenance Team. CPNM was reorganized this year to allow for
better visual access. The microfiche and microfilm areas are
heavily used and additional space or reorganization will be

needed within the next few years.



4. FUTURE PLANS

For the next year there are two major projects: 1) the
cooperative ARL Microfilm Catalog Project, and 2) the planning
for the online catalog.

.B1. .teUcrofilm ProJt
The University of Arizona is acting as the coordinator of a

cooperative cataloging effort for a microfilm series by lyle
Wright entitled Am.rJn E1±1n.. This effort Is now in the
planning stage and will involve several other UniversIties
throughout the U.S.

nl me iLo.g ?r.J.e.±

Whether the University actually participates in a joint project
with the Tucson Public I ibrary, lt is Inevitable that the
University Library will have an onl me catalog within the next
few years. In order for this to occur successful I y, +here w il I
need to be detailed planning. If the system is to be shared, a
governance or contractual agreement will need to be prepared. The
follow Ing general areas will need in-depth specifications: 1)
prepare an overview to determine the purpose and function of the
catalog; 2) prepare specifications for access, authority
control. and display; ') prepare specifications for updating and
maIntaining the data base; 4) determine how to integrate current
systems (both automated and manual) with the proposed system; 5)
prepare bld document; 6) identify workflow changes; 7) evaluate
software, hardware, ferminels, and telecommunications; R)

determine how to keep both staff and university community
informed and determine training needs; Q) prepare site
specifications; and, 10) determine criteria for test and
performance evaluation.

Separi r lntegr±e.d Systeme

A decision will need to be made soon as to the effort that should
go into examining separate acquisitions and serials systems or to
prepare specifIcations so that these will be part of the online
catalog. During the past year a serious attempt was made to
find out about current serial systems. Basically, there is
nothing on the market that Is very satisfactory. There are some
systems that supply some of the routines necessary, but nothing
that integrates even al I of the serial routines, not to mention
integrating these with other functions such es accounting,
cataloging, And serials lists. Acquisitions should certainly be
part of en online catalog for on-order and processing
information. However, the Technical Services Section should be
looking at such subsystems as automated accounting.
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Summary

Fiscal year 1981/82 has been one of relative stability for the Acquisitions
Department. Department statistics show that our rate of acquisitions
remained constant except in the area of microforms where a major purchase
of the U.S. Congressional Hearings on microfiche inflated our statistics
last year. Personnel changes increased somewhat over previous years but did
not seriously affect productivity within the department.

The materials budget increased approximately 12% over the previous year, a
more modest increase than any within the seven years that I have been Head
of Acquisitions. With inflation in book prices running at about 15% we are
beginning to see an erosion in the materials budget. State and non-state
funding totaled $3,731,652; of which $1,360,000 was allocated to the Serials
Department, $1,688,000 was allocated for monographs and the balance reserved
for such items as OCLC and bindery charges. Approximately $100,000 of the
total funding was received through the Title II-C grant.

During the past year we have evaluated and expanded our existing approval
plans for current year imprints. After a comprehensive evaluation of our
American Approval plan we have decided that our existing plan, in force
since 1975, is still the one best suited to our needs. The British approval
plan was also reviewed and expanded to include scientific publications.
The German approval plan, limited to literature and linguistics, was expanded
to include scholarly monographs in al] disciplines published in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland. We have also formalized an agreement with Harr-
assowitz to supply English language monographs published in the Netherlands,
Belgium and Luxembourg.

The U.S. Department of Education Title II-C Grant was funded for a second
year as expected. After seventeen months the number of monographs to be
acquired during the entire two years of the grant has been exceeded, all
funding for serials and monographs expended, and the two members of the grant
team in the Acquisitions Department are now producing a guide to arid lands
reference materials. Early indications are that the guide will be a major
contribution to the literature of arid lands and will result in commercial
publication.

Cooperative collection development among the three universities has moved a
step closer to realization with a formal meeting scheduled every four months
and a monthly collection development conference call between collection
development personnel at the three universities. Topics for discussion
include anticipated purchases of major microform collections and other expen-
sive items as well as new and expanded collecting interests. It is hoped
that the discussions will avoid unnecessary duplication of materials,
promote resource sharing and insure the availability within the stte of
material needed for scholarly research.

The seventh annual book sale realized $4,500 in profits despite s decline
in the quality of material offered for sale. As in past years the money
vas used to purchase additional copies and replacements of heavily used
material.



Strengths

The collection continues to be our greatest strength and source of pride.

Though it is becoming increasingly difficult to purchase collections

because of the duplication rate, occasionally a collection will come to our

attention that merits purchase. Four such collections vere purchased this

year. Two of them are collections of early novels: The Edwardian Novel

1900-1914 and Novels Of The Twenties and Thirties. These acquisitions
represent a substantial addition to our already strong holdings in twentieth

century literature. The purchase of some 100 titles dealing with anthropo-
logical and ethnological aspects of Mesoamerica is an exciting addition to

our Latin American holdings. The strongest features of the collection are

museum reports, anthropological round tables and official guides to museums

and archaeological sites. Finally, with strong support from the Music
faculty, a collection of Russian inusicological monographs was purchased.

Although the collection is rich in monographs on Russian music and its com-

posers, it also contains works on Western European music.

Several outstanding purchases were made during the fiscal year for the

Arizona Collection including four extremely rare letters of capital importance:

a Kino letter dated 1699, a Keller letter dated 1733, and two Sedelrnayr letters

dated 1744 and 1748. In addition, the Library vas able to purchase American
Imprints Inventory Arizona #1, The Constitution and Schedule of the Provi-

sional Government of the Territory of Arizona... published in Tucson, by

J. Howard Wells, in 1860. A banner year for the Arizona Collection because

items we lack in the Collection are now almost impossible to find.

Gifts to the Library have remained constant during the past two years.
Notable gifts include a substantial collection of Russian bookE and periodi-

cals on geology, mining, and prospecting; additions to the Judiaca collection;

early editions of Greek and Roman Classics and a collection of early editions

of John Greenleaf Whittier.



Limi tat ions

Limitations are essentially unchanged from the previous year. Selection of

materials continues to be the most serious problem. Because of the emphasis

on retrospective purchases, Acquisitions Librarians are spending increasing
amounts of time on book selection, yet areas remain without adequate coverage.
The Social Sciences continues to be the most serious problem, particularly

business and economics. In addition, the department is unable to respond to
the pressures for acquisitions in new program areas.

Funding for student assistants is becoming a critical problem. We are no

longer able to search book requests in a timely fashion. At the same time,

though requests for material are increasing, fewer book request forms are

being utilized by Campus departments. This forces Acquisitions to divert

searching time to typing book requests. In a very short time, when biblio-

graphic searching falls behind, all other operations within the Department

experience the effects of the searching lag.

Preservation of the existing collection is an increasing problem. We should

be devoting a substantial amount of time to the preservation and restoration

of materials. Unfortunately, ve do not have the staff to do more than replace
the damaged books that are forwarded from the Loan Department. Ideally, we

should have funding for staff and materials to microfilm, rebind, deacidify

or encapsulate worn and fragile items.

Gifts and Exchanges remains another problem area. Gifts have declined during

the past two years and we are now able to keep current in this area, but

exchanges continue to deteriorate. This is a serious problem because much

valuable - ial is available only through exchange agreements. Another

aspect 0± problem is the Arizona material. Acquiring state documents

on a syster._ ic basis is a difficult and tedious task; it requires effort

and patience - it is not getting the attention it deserves.



Future Plans

Establish Blanket Order Plans with Colombia and Paraguay and continue

our review of existing Latin American Approval Plans.

Find a more satisfactory mechanism for acquiring current French imprints.

Explore the possibility of creating a computer print out of our terminal

set standing orders.

Establish a routine for the Serials Department to purchase all serial

materials. The Acquisitions Department currently orders many anti-

quarian serial runs and most serial items not received on subscription.

Explore automated acquisitions systems for possible applications within

the Department.

Assign purchase order numbers to all standing orders that lack a number

to facilitate check-in.



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

ANNUAL STATISTICS

Microforms Micro forms

Microfiche 125,990 Microfiche 18,035
Microfilm 1,536 Microfilm 1,515

SUBTOTAL 127,526 SUBTOTAL 19,550

Media Media

Filmstrips 12 Filmstrips 3

Discs 1497 Discs 1499

Garnes & Kits 281 Games & Kits 185

Slides 2,718 Slides 1,1412

Cassettes/Tapes 914 Cassettes/Tapes 858

Videocassettes 147 Videocassettes 63

SUBTOTAL 3,6149 SUBTOTAL 3,020

Maps 1,1148 Maps 613

Scores 2,399 Scores 2,111

PL-1480 (Western) 1,289 PL-1480

Oriental Studies 5,583 Western
Non-Western

1,858
726

Oriental Studies 5,5140

GRAND TOTAL 197,550 GRAND TOTAL 90,'481

1980-81

Books

1981-82

Book s

Firm orders 37,087 Firm orders 37,8146

Adds 14,264 Adds 3,738
Ap provai Approval
B&T 9,379 B & T 8,983
Blackweil 1,679 Blackwell 1,737

Classed Indep. 3,5142 Classed Indep. 14,759

SUBTOTAL 55,951 SUBTOTAL 57,063
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SUMMARY

The major change for the Catalog Department this past fiscal year
was the addtlon of 11 staff members and the formuat1on of a sixth
Section within the Department to handle authority work, recataloging
and reclassifcaton associated with the Implementation of AACR2
(Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2d edition). This necessitated
the complete reorganiZation of departmental workflow and the hiring
of staff in September/October 1981 resulted in so many other staff
changes and promotions among the career staff in the Department that
work did not begin to stabilize until January/February 1982. In

addition, the bbliographic utility which is our major support for
cataloging, OCIC, was very unstable through much of the Fall while
equipment was being moved and reassembled in Dublin, Ohio. The result

was a loss 0f almost three weeks of production time during the Fall

from system instability alone.

However, by the late Spring, major accomplishments were being seen
In all areas of the Department. Pre-Catalog Section was up-to-date
in searching OCLC for both first and second attempts at finding
cataloging copy, and had also sent through twice as many items for
original cataloging as they had in the previous fiscal year. The

Section Is now searching each new title the first week after
receipt from the Acquisitions Department; the second search on OCLC

Is being deliberately delayed three months for a nine-month lag in an
effort to increase the amount of Library of Congress (LC) and other
cataloging copy through this time-consuming effort. f have appended

a table in the statistics section showing the percentages of
cataloging copy found In 1980/81 and 1981/82 which demonstrates the
drastic effect of AACR2 on the Library of Congress and other
contributors to OCLC since January 1981 (3d quarter 1981 statistics).

Copy Cataloging workloads were re-focused, particularly for the

subsection utilizing OCLC member cataloging from other participating

Institutions to emphasize this years' acquisitions; for much of the

year the Section was able to remain current with those new titles

arriving ¡n the Departmentwhlle reorganizing the pre-July 1981 backlog

of 15,630 volumes for faster response to patron requests. Catalogingin
Publication (CiP) copy was significantly increased this year since the

Library of Congress did not complete older copy on as timely a basis as

pre-AACR2. However, the LC Subsection is now completing the cataloging

of CIP items as received (i.e. within t weeks of arrival from Acquisitions)

which is a much improved status from last year. The LC Subsection is

also managing to "tag" earlier IC cataloging for input to OCLC much more

quickly since reorganization of their responsibilities in December.
With the Increased searching in the Pre-Catalog Section, the Copy

Cataloging Section has a temporary Increase in LC copy for editing,

but this too is in better alphabetized order for ease In responding to

patron requests. The third quarter production from the combined Copy

Cataloging Section was 10,885, up from 6,850 ¡n the second quarter; they

continue to demonstrate increased cataloging productivity as we complete

the fourth quarter.



SUMMARY (cont.)

The Origina' Cataloging Section continues to show the impact of five

new and/or temporary professional staff members, and will show a
smI1ar Impact with the start of two new catalogers Ju'y 1982 and

a third new staff member ¡n September 1982. Related support staff

for Near and Far East languages was also down although partially

augmented by assistance from Oriental Studies Collection staff for

several months md-year. Our temporary media/fine arts cataloger
contributed a considerably increased media cataloging workload In
her eght-month appointment; the Near Eastern languages cataloger

completed cataloging onethird of the Persian language backlog
during her five-month appointment; and the new Arid Lands cataloger

worked with Copy Cataloging to expedite grant materials through the

Catalog Department.

The Typing Section contInued a fine job of keeping up with the filing

of cards ¡n spite of the Increased numbers they faced because of

Maintenance Team work: 646,865 this year compared to filing

564,401 in 1980/81. They also remained up-to-date with manually

produced cards for Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, Persian and Hebrew

language materials as well as for the microform analytics for large

microform sets. Sometimes finding it difficult to keep up with the

increased card shpments when matching daily production records (dprs),

they still managed to complete this editing process through June 15, 1982,

in time for the annual report.

Maintenance Team, the new unit In the Department, established new work

routines and modified old ones continuously this year. They are on-

target with the goals set for the Section as far as assuming tasks

from various other Sections of the Department, but find the amount of

AACR2-related authority work staggering. They receive information for

producing cross references for Library catalogs, and, as necessary, for

moving old files within these catalogs, for upwards of 1200 new names

per month: from February through June they have been receiving 900-1600

workforms per month. They have managed to produce appropriate authority

cards and move cards in the catalogs for 650-1250 names per month since

January. This work has also increased the reclassification efforts from

Dewey to Library of Congress classification from 5,242 titles and 7,607

volumes in 1980/81 to 5,634 titles and 6,086 volumes In 1981/82.

Bindery/Preparations continues to expend a bindery budget of $240,000+

and process the work from both Cataloging and Serials Departments.

Some of the GEAC data entry work was moved from this area to the Serials

Department, but the Increased amount of new entries to be verified which

Loan inputs for patrons has kept the data entry clerks well occupied.

The Section has upgraded 2.218 GEAC records from the shelf list

as well as added 1.292 GEAC records for the Harvard-Yenching collection.

They have also brought up-to-date the deletion of records from the

database for withdrawn materials. The staff in this section has played

major role in training branch personnel as the branch collections were

added to the GEAC system and continues to respond to system questions

regularly. Their major special project was the complete processing

and verification of the LANDSAT films for patron use, a project completed

June 1982.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Hard-working, knowledgeable, and cooperative staff Is wthout doubt

the major strength of this Department. Regardless of the computer

power and support of OCLC and GEAC, It Is the staff which has
moved the University of Arizona Library system from 23d to 17th

In ARL production rankings from 1975 to 1981.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The backlogs In the Catalog Department and In separate storage

locations Continue to grow: a combination of staff changes,
decrease ¡n cataloging copy available on OCLC and through the

Library of Congress and the turmoil of adding eleven new positions

and reorganizing workf low all contributed to the increase in

backlogs this year. We have now increased from 83,690 In 1981

to 98,468 in 1982, or 17.7%. In spite of the major strides forward
described In the Summary Section, the Department did not make

headway against the increased acquisitions this year.

1980/81 1981/82 AREA OF BACKLOG

52,461 63,323 Roman alphabet materials1

13,994 15,777 Special Collections items

14,1485 14,888 Near Eastern language materials

2,750 4,480 Far Eastern language materials

83,690 98,468 TOTAL

We have had two catalog librarian positions vacant of permanent staff

for 6-12 months and a third cataloger left prior to completing the

first full year of work in her assignment. The Arid Lands Grant

professional position was vacant for three months In the Fall. We

have been lucky to find qualified staff, but the necessity to train

these three new people in addition to the two new permanent appointees

early in the fiscal year contributed to Increased arrearages In some

areas. In addition, we lost access to spec1 student support for

Near and Far East cataloging this year when both the Near East Center

and the East Asian Center lost that portion of outside funding. In

combination with an increase in acquisItloçs ¡n these language areas

from 5,588 volumes in 1980/81 to 6,Z66 in 1981/82,
the backlogs were not decreased. With the Increasing portion of workstudy

wages the Department will be required to fund this coming fiscal year,

we anticipate no. Increases In student support in these areas from

Library funds in the near future. We also anticipate deleting the

student support for Hebrew-language materials In the coming fiscal

year as well.

1lncludes for 1981/82: 3,770 microforms (down from 4,798 In 1980181);

677 serial analytics, Including 144 partially processed Items In the

Science-Engineering Library collection (down from 1,568 In 1980/81);

1,769 Slavic and 1403 Hebrew/YiddiSh materIals (1,293 and 462

respectively In 1980/81); and 1,555 media and non-print items

for the Media Center and Music CollectIon (1,164 in 1980/81).



FUTURE PLANS

The primary task for the Catalog Department In 1982/83 remains the

Integration of new routines and review of those established to
expedite more material through the Department.

Long-range planning Includes the work to be done on the online
catalog project, particularly ¡f the Library ¡s to niove forward
with the Tucson Public Library In fiscal year 1983/81. into this

exciting environment. However, there remains work to be done with
the GEAC system records: completion of the data entry for the
Harvard-Yenching Collection; updating and augmenting the pre-June 16, 1980,
records in the database; editing and augmenting records entered by
the Loan staff "on-the-fly' as titles are added to be circulated
on demand.

Retrospective Media Center cataloging, particularly for juvenile
materials, to increase the coverage of the union catalog as well as
the machine-readable cataloging database and GEAC system records

remains a goal of the Department. Internally, staff are reviewing
the authority files and debating their structure in the current
manual environment as well as attempting to anticipate needs for
authority information ¡n the online environment to come.

We have expanded the partial processing of serial analytics for public
access through GEAC well before full cataloging copy is available

from the Science-Engineering Library to the entire Library system.
A continued goal is the identification of some easy way to make
long-term arrearages, e.g. block purchases in forestry and World War II
history, accessible to the public via GEAC and ¡n open stack areas.
So far we have not found a solution which is not going to impact
severely the current cataloging which should retain its higher priority.

1982/83 wIll be the first year in which the University of Arizona
theses and dissertations will be processed on microfiche rather than
bound, with certain exceptions. We have completed the ncessary OCLC
profile changes and preliminary testing shows the OCLC and related
GEAC changes to be ready for the first microform theses received.
We will continue to review and validate the new routines In this
area as shipments are received.

The Catalog Department continues to improve Its productivity and review

areas of workf low for change. We feel In a strong position to

decrease rather than increase cataloging arrearages in 1982/83.



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Cataloging Statistics

July 1, 1981 - June 30, 1982

1lncludes non-OCLC cards produced July 1, 1981 to June 30, 1982; OCLC cards

produced June 16, 1981 to June 15, 1982.
*This Count completed by Media Center staff and reported In that annual report.

Added copies, volumes, and reinstated titles: 4,300

Analytic entries: 1,791 1 807

Microforms
Microfilms: 79 352

Mcrofiche: 88 6,071

Other Media:

Phonodi scs (Music)
Phonod i scs (Med ¡ a)

Audiotape cassettes (Music)
Audiotape cassettes (Media)
Filmstrips
Games
Kits
Slides
Audiotapes (reel-to-reel)
Video recordings

388
22

O

55
138
20
11

61
O

61

702
*

O

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

Other:
Charts
B roads ides

Transpa renc les

2

4
2

*
4

*

TOTAL ADDITIONS
46,465 614,508

TOTAL RECLASSIFIED
5 634 6,086

TOTAL WITHDRAWN
1,094 1,746

New Titles: Books Titles Volumes

43,7143 51,272

OCIC produced
TOTAL: 40,246

Original:
Pr ¡ n ted:

1,778
988

Locally produced
TOTAL:

3,1497

Original: 771

Printed: 2,726



A
B

C

D

E

F

G (except GB-SC)
GB-SC
H-HJ
HM-HX
J

K

L

M
ML-MT
N

P-PA
PB-PH
PG
PJ - PM

PN

PQ1 -3999
PQ4000-5999
P Q6000- 8999
PQ9000-9999
PR
PS

PT

PZI-90
P22001
Q- QE

QH- QR

R

S

T

TR
U-v

21-1199
Z 1200-

Ari zona

Dewey

CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Class numbers assigned, by LC class

July 1, 1981 - June 30, 1982

252
3,180

296
4,119

871
1,559

931
150

3,778
2,146

928
822

1,363
2,205

890
2,117

772
510
537

2,790
964
740
237

1,145
300

2,397
1,834

818
696
353

2,576
1,875
1,289

676
2,468

318
223
684
801
860

84

General works
Philosophy, Psychology & Religion
History (Auxiliary sciences)
History of Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania
America. History of the U.S. (general)
History of the U.S. (local); Latin America
Geography; AnthropogeographY; Folklore
Physical Geography and Oceanography
Economics
Sociology
Political Science
Law
Education
Music Scores
Music Theory
Art
Philology (general); classical philology
Modern Western European languages
Slavic languages
Asian, African, American Indian languages
Literary history
French literature
Italian literature
Spanish literature
Portuguese literature
English I ¡terature

American literature
German, Dutch, Scandinavian literatures
Juvenile literature
Science Fiction
Pure sciences
Natural scences
Medicine
Agriculture
Technology
Photography
Military and Naval Sciences
Library Science
Bibliographies
In Special Collections

TOTAL 51,554



CATALOG DEPMT1EP4T
MisceflaneOuS Statistics

July 1, 1981 - June 30, 1982

Cards

Cards made locally
Typing Section 148,280
Maintenance Team 60

OCLC cards received 597,Q9
TOTAL 45,k3

Cards filed ¡n Union Catalog: 646,865

MaterIals sent to the branch libraries (Including analytics)

Titles Volumes1

Center for Creative Photography 433 555
library Science Collection 5991 674
Media Center ¡454 12E*

Juvenile Collection 1,127 1,208
Music Coflection 2,687 6,059
Oriental Studies Collection 4,447 6,177
Special CollectIons 1,747 2,028

Materials cataloged for Oriental Studies Collection, by language

(including analytics)
Titles Volumes

Arabic 844
Chinese 1,750. 2,256
Hindi 706 731f

Japanese 648 ,389
Panjabi 223 227
Persian 10,7 132
Sindhi a
turkish 94 104
Urdu ¡o.j 425
Other:

Bengali 1 4

English 30. 51

Gujuratl 1 2

Kannada 1 1

Malalayalam 1 1

Telegu 3 3
Other .3 4

Hebrew and Yiddish titles cataloged for regular stack collections

Hebrew 147 153

Yiddish 6 6

1lncludes new books, added coptes and volumes, and reinstated books.
*Thls count Includes only book volumes sent to the Media Center;

Media Center staff count pieces of media cataloged and report separately.



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
PreCtalog Section StetstIcs

Ji1y 1981 - June 1982

t. TOTALS

A. Total First Searches (Monographs L Analytics

OCLC): 50,173

Total Second Searches (Monographs & Analytics

OCLC):

Total Manual Searches (National Union Catalog):

TOTAL

17,425

5,4147

73,045

II, Statistical Breakdowns L Percentages

A.

NO. of Searches Percentage

First Searches

Library of Congress (DLC) 12,711 26%

Catalogng In Publication (CIP)
PZ, K, etc. Incomplete (DLC)

6,845
860

14%

2%

Contributed Copy from Members
OCLC° Held for Second Search
OCLC rinal-sent for Manual

13,538
10,502
4,600

27%
21%

10%

Search 49,056

B. Second Searches

Library of Congress (DLC)
Cataloging In Publication (ctP)
PZ, K, etc, Incomplete CDLC)

2,311
878

19

13%

5%

1%

Contributed Copy from Members
OCLC' Final-Sent for Manual

5,829
8,442

33%
48%

Search
17,479

C. Manual Searches

DLC Copy Found for Tagging 1,288 24%

Partial or Related Copy or 4,159 76%
No Cataloging Copy -- Origina

5,1447



*Durtng the fourth quarter of 1981182 fiscal year we Instituted a 9'month

delay in the second search; prior to that there was a 6'ontñ delay for

the second search, This quarter Included several projects to re'search

backlogs already forwarded to professional catalogIng staff for original

cataloging.

Figure In parentheserepreseht*tht second OCLC search., generally done

6 months after the receipt of the tteni In the Catalog Department

OCLC PERCENTAGES FOR SEARCHES

ist Search (2nd Search ) ¡n

PRE-CATALOG SECTION

1980/81 1981/82

TYPE
OF ist 2nd 3rd ¡4th ist 2nd 3rd 4th

RECORD QTR QTR QTR QTR QTR QTR QTR QTR

FOUND

DIC 40% 41.7% 26.4% 32.8% 27% 26.4% 27.4% 22.9%

(050) (37%) (43%) (3o.3%)(24.7%) (16%) (15.5%) (18.5%) (12.5%)

PZ, 3% 17.5% 1.5% 1.6% 3% 0.8% 2% 2.2%

LAW,
incom-

pJje t e

nos.

(1%) (0.4%) (2.8%) (0) (o) (0.4%) (0.1%) (o)

CIP 7% 10.9% 13.9% 4% 13% 14,4% 16.4% 13.4%

(0.8%) (0.5%) (1.8%) (7.6%) (1%) (0.4%) (3.3%). (9.3%)

Contri 30% 23.7% 29.6% 33.1% 26% 26.7% 26.9% 28.1%

buted

copy

(38.1%) (37.6%) (34,9%)(33.5%) (56%) (42.8%) (44.4%) (30%)

(090)

OCLC° 10% 13,2% 16.3% 18,9% 19% 23,4% 19,2% 22.9%

Hoi d

for

2nd

Search .

OCLC° 10% 8.8% 12.3% 9,6% 12% 8.3% 8% 10.5%

Final (23%) (18.5%) (30.2%) (34%) (27%) (40.8%) (33,7%) (148.2%)

OC LC
.Search . . . .

Total OCLC searches for 198Q/81 68,612

Total OCLC searches for 19.81/82, 67,598



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Maintenance Unit

° lnrAmr1fP cttTctics: countinQ beQan with three weeks In March

October 1, 1981 - June 30, 1982

Reclassification Titles Volumes

Bindery 695 841

Dewey Adds 300 639

Circulating Deweys 293 316

Correction R £ R 382 427

Central Reference 1520 2058

Correction Deweys 11491 1612

Miscellaneous 386 1461

Total: 5067 6354

Corrections

Manual 3856

Online 3136

Dewey 1491
(Included in Reclassification count)

Total: 8483

LC Adds 2841

Microform adds 14136

Total: 6977

°t4ame authority forms received: 5010

Authority cards produced: 7238



*StetIStîCs do not include standard labeling, pocketing er tattletaPTflg

of new or reclassified books; er the lettering of inicroforms

CThLOG DEPMTENT
Bindery/Preparations Statstics*

July 1, 1981 - June 30, 1982

BINDERY

1980181 1981/82

Budget
Spent

$230,000
$236,639.55

$240000,
$241 97085

PIECES BOUND

Journals 11,331 12,172

Books 8,938 7,280
890

Theses 1,043
Mylars 4,212 3,430

Music 731 296

Government Documents Collection
Journals

1,201 925

Books 5 5

Oriental Studies CollectIon
530 342

Journals
1,184 2,408

Books

Map Collection
5 8

Journals
Books (see also Misc.) 79 19

Special Collections
Journals
Books & Restorations (see also Misc.)

139
155

168
51

Miscellaneous
Atlases & Maps
Clamshells

50
15

13
11

9
Mylar Encapsulations

1

24
Newspapers 6

Rushes 1,071 1,312

Semi-RestorationS
Scholarly

19
300

1,037
84

284
Special Cases & Wraparounds 119



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Bindery/Preparations Section Statistics

July 1, 1981 - June 30, 1982

Special Projects:

These are Included in the SunvnarY Section of the verbal

report.

PREPARAT IONS l9aoiBi 1981/82

Repairs
Old Books
New Books

i .705
1,889

2,058
761

Mscellaneous
Pam-binders 3,956 3,861

Signs 86 20

Cut pages 508 434

New Books Needing Special Processing

Music Collection
Folders 456 1,210

Pam-binders 579 1,030

As-Is 323 502

Envelopes 10 42

Records 1,467 675

Tapes and Cassettes 1 3

Special Collections
Paper Jackets 396 276

Plastic Jackets 419 477

Mlcrofihn 2,260 4,075

Special Lettering 727 926

LANDSAT Film Lettering Project 2,123
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I SUMMARY

The past year has been one of 'normalization' for staff in

the Loan Department. We have been using Version 4.0 of
the Geac Circulation System for one year now, with only

minor changes in operations...quite different from fiscal

1980/81.

The year has been one of firming up policy and procedure.

The Loan Code has been revised and is ready for final

typing and discussion by Librarian's Council. The Loan

Desk Manual is also ready for final typing and will be

in use before classes begin in the Fall.

Staff in Loan have been involved in the expansion of the

Geac Circulation System. In late Fall, Geac terminals

were placed in all branch locations and circulating col-

lections in the University Library System. Loan Staff

were responsible for training staff in the branch libraries.

Initial training was limited to data input, with general

circulation functions coming as sites became ready to

circulate material.

Additionally Loan staff have worked through the remodeling

of the Loan area in the Science-Engineering Library. One

month of remodeling stretched into several. Staff and

users did well with the combined Reserve Book Room operation

made necessary by the remodel efforts.

For the past two years student library fines have not been

transferred to the Business Office because Geac did not

have a standard program to do so. As of mid June, all student

fines have been transferred. This has meant a closer working

arrangement between the Library Fines Office and Business

Office staff.

In general it has been another good year for the Department.

For the first time in several years, staff turnover has been

10w.



II MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of this Department continues to be the

dedicated people working in it. Without their knowledge
and excellent service attitude, the Department could not

function.

Additionally, we are thankful for the excellence of the

Geac Circulation System and the adequacy of the Department's

student wages allocation.

The Department notes the Library Administration's support of

remodeling the Loan section in the Science-Engineering Library.

The area is beautiful (could be made more so with new

furniture) but, more importantly, it works well. Thanks

from all of us who work in Loan!



III MAJOR LIMITATIONS

It is a pleasure, once again, to say that the Loan Department
does not have major limitations at this time. We have been
strongly supported by the student wages budget and by the
circulation system.

It must be noted, however, that fiscal 1982/83 may well pose
problems because of the higher costs and limited availability
of Federal Work Study funds.



IV FUTURE PLANS

It will be a challenge to keep staff in the Department

motivated now that life is almost back to normal. The

coming year will find staff in the Department looking
carefully at the statistical and other reports that can
be generated by the Geac Circulation System.

We will need to look critically at what the Department

and Library actually needs, at areas in which we may want

to expand service (for example, hard copy availability of

patron circulation records), at non-traditional uses of

the circulation system console (as a quasi word processor,
for example) and at how we can best streamline overnight

processing.



Loan Department Circulation Statistics, Fiscal 1981/82

TOTAL MAIN AND SCIENCE (Non-reserve) 569,770

Reserve Book Room Circulation, Fiscal 1981/82

TOTAL MAIN AND SCIENCE RESERVE 235,934

Main Science

Fall 83,969 32,653

Spring 71,116 40,796

Manual Charges

Fall 4,808 1,281

Spring 766 545

Total 160,659 75,275

Main Science

Fall 182,150 72,092

Spring 191,250 77,935

Renewals 27,475 12,479

Manual Charges 2,412 3,977

Total 403,287 166,483



THE ANNUAL REPORT
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I. SUMMARY

The implementation of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, second

edition, had a greater impact on the Serials Department this year

than in 1980-81. In addition to an increased number of titles

recataloged due to AACR2, the records in other files, e.g. sheiflist,

check-in records, and Union List of Serials, also required changes,

taking a great deal of time from normal operations.

Two major changes in procedure were implemented this year. The first,

establishing three categories for all serial and periodical material

handled by the Department, has reduced the need for decision-making

on a title-by-title basis as an item is processed through the

Department. Once the category has been established for a title,

it is processed according to the procedures for that category. The

second, assuming the responsibility for creating GEAC circulation

records for all serial material processed by the Department, has given

the Department greater control over, and access to, those records;

in addition, since the GEAC records are being created from the shelflist,

the entries and other access points are far more accurate than in the

past. The staff, particularly in the Receiving and Typing sections,

is to be complimented for the hard work that went into the planning and

smooth implementation of these two major changes.

During the last half of this year the staff has begun discussing and

documenting various departmental procedures. The general feeling is

that we will continue to refine and document present procedures and, if

no further major procedural changes are implemented (none are being

planned), the present procedures will serve us until the arrival of an

automated serials system.

The Union List of Serials section is continuing on a project to input

non-current Dewey titles into the Union List. AACR2 changes have been

particularly difficult for the Union List section, not because of the

number of changes but due to the complexity and various forms of reporting

it receives. Programming changes accomplished by Administrative Data

Processing have increased inputting efficiency and have corrected

several "bugs" in the programs.

The newspaper stacks in the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Micro-

forms section were relocated to allow staff better visual control of the

area; comments have been uniformly favorable, including "spacious" and

"well -organized'.

A project to update Serials Department records for titles housed in

the Oriental Collection was begun and is continuing. The Middle East

area has been completed and Japanese is currently in process; records

Involved include the sheiflist, Union List, and check-in records. A

study will be done to determine the advisibilitY of checking in Oriental

Collection material in the Serials Department rather than in the Oriental

Collection.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The strength of the Department is in the knowledge and dedication of

its staff. Throughout the year the staff has coped with problems

arising from the implementation of AACR2. Manual files, notably the
Union List and the check-in records, have had to be changed to reflect
new AACR2 forms of entry; some of the large groups of entry changes,

e.g. the original lists of changes distributed by the Library of
Congress, have taken literally months to complete. The time to
accomplish these extra tasks had to be carved out of existing time,
yet the staff has remained remarkably current with all of the most
important functions of the Department. The Library can be proud of
the staff of this Department as it continues to perform the work of
the Department and the Library with skill and dedication.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

A shortage in staff will very shortly be a limitation to either the

number of serial and periodical titles to which the Library can subscribe

or to the adequacy and accuracy of the records for those titles. Funding

from the Arid Lands grant which expires in September 1982 has been

providing two staff positions (recently one staff position and two

student positions); with the expiration of the grant there will be a

12.5% decrease in career staff processing serial and periodical material.

This in conjunction with the possible hiring freeze and a tightening

student wages budget could prove fatal to the Library's aim of increasing

the number of currently-received titles.

The Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms section of the

Department will be particularly hurt by the increase from 20% to 35% of

wages for work-study student employees. Areas which will suffer as a

result are claiming, replacements, and searching as staff members

assume tasks previously performed by students. Unfortunately, lack of

activity in claiming, etc. have ramifications in the future not only for

other staff in the Department but also for other staff and patrons of

the Library.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

A long-range goal of the Department continues to be the acquisition

of an automated serials control system to eliminate the need to maintain

several labor-intensive manual files both within the Department and in

other locations within the Library. Staffing in the Department is not

adequate to handle a significantly larger number of currently-received

titles than is presently being processed; an automated system would

allow the Library to continue to expand its serial and periodical

holdings with the current level 0f staff.

Several times during the year all microform readers in the Current

Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms section are in use and several

more patrons are waiting to use the readers. In view of the increasing

amountof material which is being added in microform format, consideration

should be given to increasing the number of readers which are available

to use the material. Since there is no room for more readers in the

Microform rooms, this would involve some remodeling in the area, possibly

to expand CPNM to include floor space currently devoted to faculty/student

carrels.



Ti ti es

888

Withdrawal s

Ti ti es

161

SERIALS DEPARTMENT STATISTICS
16 June 1981 - 15 June 1982

CATALOGING SECTION

Titles cataloged

New titles 1,984

Title changes 1,058

R&R 888

TOTAL 3,930

Volumes added

New titles 2,166

To existing titles 19,178

TOTAL 21,344

Mi croforms

New titles cataloged Titles Units

Microfilm 117 652

Microfiche 20 19,185

Added to existing titles

Microfilm 1,618

Microfiche 31,278

Reclassification

Vol urnes

6,767

Vol urnes

1,798



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA UNION LIST OF SERIALS

* includes looseleaf material

number of
records
6/15/81

added
1981/82

number of
records
6/15/82

Analyzed serials 1,738 53 1,791

Continuations 1,700 335 2,035

Newspapers 490 9 499

Periodicals 15,268 1,540 16,808

Serials* 16,878 2,175 19,053

TOTAL 36,074 4,112 40,186

Current subscriptions and standing orders

as of added as of

6/15/81 1981/82 6/15/82

Titles 20,577 997 21,574

Total (includes
multiple
copies) 21,734 1,038 22,772

SERIALS
16 June

ACQUISITIONS SECTION

Orders placed

DEPARTMENT
1981 -

853
537

730
1,726

277

STATISTICS
15 June 1982

113,442

Periodicals
Serials
Backfiles
Replacements
Book continuations
TOTAL

Processing statistics

4,123

Physical pieces processed



SERIALS DEPARTMENT STATISTICS
16 June 1981 - 15 June 1982

NEW SERIAL TITLES (BY LC CLASSIFICATION)

A 71 PN 33

B 39 PQ1-3999 9

C 12 PQ4000-5999 1

D 114 PQ6000-8999 5

E 16 PQ9000-9999 2

F 37 PR 11

G PS 21

(except GB-GC) 43
PT 1

GB-GC 13
P21-go O

H-HJ 267
PZ2001 37

HM-HX 40
Q-QE 196

J 37
QH-QR 82

K 9
R 31

L 52
S 131

M 1

T

ML-MT 28 (except TR) 132

N 45 TR 50

P-PA 17 u-v 3

PB-PH 12 21-1199 37

PG 3 Z1200- 52

PJ-PM 41 Arizona 81

TOTAL 1,812
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